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Holland City News.
VOL. XVL-NO.

HOLLAND,

9.

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.

SATURDAY, APRIL

MICH.,

LOCAL ITEMS.

As

will be seen

by his advertisementin

WHOLE

2, 1887.

tion of the Caucus.jtltis the intention,

H. Wykhuysen is however, to run a labor ticket foj; city
ottering bargains in watebes, clocks, officers next Monday and to try and elect
jewelry, silver ware, etc. He expects to men on a labor platform for the govern*
another column, Mr.

Termi

of

Subscription
Don’t forget to Register

$1.60 per year if paid in advance;$1.76 if
paid at three month*, and $S.OO if
paid at rix month*.

Yesterday, April

^ Anxious

Rates of advertlslngr
made known on application.
Yearlj advertisers nave the privilege of three

°

changes.

The

the city in a few months and

Clerk, G.

roads in the city

The Chairman stated that there appeared
to be a strong sentiment on the part of

ment of our city affairs. The head of many

.for that reason offers these special induce- the ticket will

tnents, and those who are in need of goods Ballard

and country

aro

H. Sipp was chosen as Secretary.

to “fine” with the Democrats and
undoubtedly be either Geo. place a "Union Ticket” in nomination,

or J. R. Kleyn. Among

the

to call on him.

Roost, for Supervisor, and James A.
bert, for City Clerk.

and Invited discussion.

Tne

remarks

that followed all tended in a direction

Lam- against Fusion and one speaker considered that such a procedure would not

Eleven thousand two-pago circulars,
President Eppink, of Allegan village, printed in the Holland language, have been /The term of five years for which the obtain the results desired— a non-partisan
election— and maintained that it was but a
was in Holland last Thursday.
turned out of the News job office this firm of Walsh, De Roo & Co., proprietor*
division of partisanfeeling. After the
week. The circular was prepared and is- jfof the Standard Roller Mills, was formet
Miss Allie Finch, of Grand Haven, is
bringing out of views on this queitlon to
sued by the committeeappointedby the j having expired by limitation,the mem
visiting Miss Calls King of this city.
‘‘Amendment” mass meeting held in the I hers of the firm have organizedas a cor, a considerable extent amotion prevailed
—
to proceed to the nomination of School
Ip you want to vote next Monday see old First Church some time ago, and is al poration under the name of the WalshInspectors.Rev. N. M. Steffens and Mr.
that your name is properly registered to- very able and tolling document in favor of De Roo Milling Co., with an autliorizeil
T. Keppel, after several ballota.were deday.
prohibition.
Capital Stock of $100,000.00divided into
clared the nominees.Then followed in
fourjhousand shares. Of this numbei
The
barber-shop
of
Mr.
Wm.
Baumrapid suc&Msion and by acclamationthe
“That injunction case” is still pending,
*J!fppon owns three hundred and sixty
gartel
hrs
been
thoroughly
renovated
and
nominationsof P. H. McBride for Mayor,
ana tne bridge difficultyhas not been
shares,!!.Walsh one hundred and sixty, W.
settled yet.
papered this week and Is greatly imG. J. Van Dureu for Supervisor, Geo.; H
C. Walsh one hundred and sixty, G.T.Hulproved in appearance. “Billy” takes as
Sipp for City Clerk, and William Verbeek
zenga three hundred and twenty, and C.
L. & S. Van den Beroe & Co. are remuch pride in the looks of his surroundfor Treasurer. A ballot was taken on the
J. Do Roo two hundred and eighty.
ceiving a large amount of Millinery and
ings as he does in giving the best of satisnomlnefe for Marshal which resulted In
Fancy Goods.
laction to his many customers. By the
For lack of space we^aro again obliged the placing of Edward Vaupell on the

FROVIN,

Insurance, Real Estate and Loan Agent.

Office Lovett’s Block, opp. Sweet’s Hotel,

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

pjttsinrftsf arate.
Try Brusso Bros' hats and save 25 per

cent.

candidates for the city offices'

move from

very muddy just at present.

TO LOAN.

L. 8.

Day.

762.

was made permanent Chairman. City

in his line will find it to their advantage other candidates menlioned aro John A.

Id sumB to suit on productive Real Estate.

'

1, All Fool’s

are now yery numerous.

Basinsss Cards in Cltr Directory, not over thre.
ines, $2 per annum.
NoticesofBirths,Marriages,and Deaths published withont charge for subscribers.
Hf" A II advertising bills collectableQuarterly.

MONEY

to-day. *

NO.

9-

.

Don’t Read This.

-

•3iD U3x 'lainauft qojBig JdA[ig s.asoio osfl

Brusse Bros, have the latest novelties in
Gent’s FurnishingGoods.

J. C.

Cit]f Lots

For

Post, has several desirablecity

lots for sale; also

Sale.

a

1st

—

of May ho expects to have in his em-

ploy a first-class barber as an assistant.
house for rent. See
«

have a number of desirable city lots ‘‘Business Locals.”
A cold wave struck this locality early
low prices, for 30 days.
ast Sunday morning and was accomPayments can be made monthly, with
Mr. R. E. Werkman has commenced
discount for cash. Apply on Saturday, to.’
panied by a fall of snow of about five
excavating for his new Fanning Mill FacJ. C. Post.
nches in depth. The trains on the Chitory on River street.
I

for sale, at very

9-3t

1

Spring Goods.

Don’t

Wo have a nice line of Spring Goods on
hand. Our stock will be complete the
latter part of next

L.

&

S.

News

your election slips and
office.

We guarantee

good and prompt work.

week.

Van Den Beroe &

Co. .

We
Uouse to Rent.

think that citizens and property

owners in Holland may prepare thema boom in real estate.

have a desirable house to rent, Apply selves for
J. C. Post.
9-tf

I
at

fail to get

ticketsat the

once.

When

selectinga Spring Hat don’t neglect to examine Brusse Bros’ fine stock.

In place of that constantly tired out
feeling. Ayer’s Sarsaparilla will give you
strength. '

Hon. Robert W. Duncan, of Grand
Haven, is the Democratic nominee for
CircuiUudgefor this Judicial District.

W.

J. Scott, the landlord of “The

Ottawa,” has been recoramooded for appointmentas postmasterat Ottawa Beach.

Undertaker J. Alberti has just received a lot of now carriages for use at
for the exclusive ferry privilege befunerals.They are very fine appearing
tween the docks of the Hark Associvehicles.
ations for the season of 1887. All
bidders must state the amount they
Buttermilk is being sold about our
are willing to pay for this privilege,
streets. It is the product of the creamery
name of steamer and number of pasand is a good article and a very healthy
sengers they are licensed to carry.
beverage.
All communications should bo addressed to John C. Post, Sec’y M.
Dame rumor says, that a prominent
P. A., Holland, Mich. Rights to business man of this city who lost his wife
reject any and all bids reserved. some time ago, will shortly be married to
Proposals will he received up to a widow residing here.
Sealed proposalswill

April 25th,

1887/

be

received

^

M. D. Tolfobd, President,
W. M. P. A.

Hebar Wallh,

President,

M. P. A.
Holland, Mich.,

March

Charles B. Scott, who

home

in this city.

Wanted— Lady Agents

ket.

Mich.

Another Art Craze.

The

latest art work among ladies is
known ns the “French Craze.” for decorating china, glassware, etc. It is something entirely new, and is both profitable

and

facinuling.It is very popular in
Eastern
cities. To ladies, desiring to learn the
Art, wo will send an elegant china
placque (size 18 inches,) handsomely
decorated, for a model, together with box
of material, 100 colored designs assorted

New York, Boston and other

pastor will consider in the

ven was unanimously nominated

for

morning “The old falsehood," and in the Justice of the Peace and curtly responded
evening “The Amendment, who should to a request for “a speech” with: “Five
favor it!” In. the Third Church Rev. D.

dollars and costs.”

short time ago an empty spool marked C.

derman, John Kramer; Constable, Ed.
M. R'y was found in the possession Vaupfcll.Fourth Ward-Alderman, H;
Mr. E. M. Williams, proprietor of the
of W. W. Arnold. Upon enquiry it was Van Ark; Constable, J. De Weerd. The
Fennville House, at Fennville,formerly
earned that he had purchased a spool of Caucus was then consideredadjourned.
one of the proprietors of the City Hotel
wire from Hank Howard about a year The leaders in the Republican ranks manhere, spent a few hours in the city
ago. A warrant was issued for the arrest ifest considerableenthusiasm in support
Wednesday. He came overland in his
the latter and on Monday he was ar- of their ticket and feel confident of sucprivate conveyance and when he returned
raigned before Justice Post charged with cess at the polls next Monday.
took Mr. Otto Breyman with him. They
petit larceny, Howard admitted having
DEMOCRATIC CAUCUS.
devoted a day or two in annihilating the
found the wire in the swamp but denied
In accordancewith the call, there was
festive Jack rabbit, now quite numerous
stealing it. He was, however, adjudged
In that locality.
a fair representation of the democratic
guilty and required to pay a fine of $25

& W.

voters at the rink Thursday

night.

the Life Saving together with the costs accrued in the L. T. Ranters called the convention to
Crew at this station went into commis- case. The amount was paid and the de- order in the absence of chairman Van
sion. On Thursday the men were ex- fendant set at liberty.
Putten, and F. G. Churchill was choieu

Yesterday, April

1,

and assigned places as follows: Angus

at his

Church the

«

amined by Lieut. Rogers at Grand Haven
Morrison, No. 1;

Adam

W. Wickler,No.

2; Charles F. Padget, No. 3; John H.

as the presiding officer and Dr.

Joseph E. Keene Coming to Holland.
ers,

HNext week the

H. Krem-

SecreUry. Mr. Churchill, after taking

amusement-loving the chair, stated that there had been a
proposition made to have a committeeof

ipople of Holland will have a chance to

Smith, No. 4; William Baker, No. 5; show thetr appreciation of good entertain- twenty-four,compoaed of twelve from each
John Skinner, No. 6; Frank Johnson, ments. Joseph H. Keene, an eminent the Democratic and Republicanpartiesapgan people and published last Wednesday,
No. 7; with Captain Charles Morton in actor, supported by a superb company, pointed to nominate a city ticket, the
we notice that A. M, Kanters has receive!
charge.
will open an engagement of three nights, selection and election of which would
a patent on an embankment protector.
Thursday, Friday and Saturday, April 7, tend to promote the best interesti of the
At the caucus held In the township
Joseph II. Keene and company, who
8 and 9, at our Opera House. Mr. Keene city, and place in the Held candidates
Thursday afternoon the following double
)lay three nights at the Opera House
and company, played one week In Grand who would meet with the approbation of
—Thursday, Friday, and Saturday— are ticket was placed in nomination: Super- Rapids early in March, at the “Wonder the people independentof clearly defined
visor, W. Diekema, P. G. Van Tongeren
lighiy spoken of by the press of the state.
and,” and held crowded houses for the party Hoes. On motion E. J. Harrington,
Clerk, I. Marsllje, J. Kerkhof; Treasurer,
Don’t fail to see poor old “Rip.”
entire week. Among the plays produce! Jr. and L. T. Kanters were appointed
Tommo Dykema, Philip Heyboer; High
by Mr. Keene aro “Rip Van Winkle” and as a Committee to ascertain whether the
Grand Haven business men and citi- way Commissioner, Geo. H. Soutcr, B.
“Mrs. Partington”In both of which Mr. Republican caucus in the Opera House
zens in convention this week approve! Riksen; School Inspector, L. Reus, Job
Keene excels. “Rip” has not been seen would present such a proposition and take
the method adopted by our “city fathers’ W. Visacher; Justice of the Pesce, 8
in Holland for some time and be should action upon it. This Committee reported
of giving a detailed report of the expendi- Johnstbn, C. F. Post; and P. Vogel, IR. De
be given a good reception."Mr.** Keene to the contraryand the mast convention
tures and receipts of the city as published Haan, D~ C7 HufOVT WyaTt, constables"
has been highly praised for his perform proceededwith the selection of a straight
-*•»In the

In each county, to canvass for the Garfield
Tea, the best selling medicine in the marAddress,
Detroit Crystalline Co.,
16 Park Place, Detroit,
8-2t.

rj*

is taking a

31, ’87.

----

=dr

course in special studies at the Michigan
University, is spending his spring vacation

condense our “Church Items.” In Hope ticket for that office. Mr. G. Van Schei-

During the labor of
framing
this
much
of the ticket the
Brock’s subjects will be: Morning, “Jesus
Caucus
was
waited
on
by L. T. Kanters
the Savior of sinners,” afternoon, “The
and Ed. J^. Harrington, Jr., as a ComSunday night one hour.t.
The weather
ing in English in the evening. Rev. mittee from the Democratic Caucus wiih.
since then has been graduallymoderating
proposition to make up a joint ticket.
Jordan at the MethodistChurch will cuo
until the present time when wo are again
The propositionwas placed before the
a dcr “What of our influence,” in the
enjoying fine and balmy spring weather.
Caucus by the Chairman and was voted
morning, and in the evening '’Temperdown with considerablespirit, and fully
Du. Gee has during the past week re- ance and the Amendment,” followed by
demonstrated that the Republican! have
Temperanceconcert.
ceived a large number of letters asking
a desire to shun “Fusion” m they would,
for informationconcerning the magnetic
About a your ago the Chicago and a poisonous reptile. The meeting waa.
electro machine of which we spoke in the
West Michigan Railway had three spools then divided up into Ward Caucuses, each
last issue of the News. Many of our citibarbed wire stolen and until very Ward taking a corner, the result of which
zens have tested it and pronounced it the
recently they were unable to obtain any was as follows: First Ward— Alderman,
most successful invention they have ever
clew as to who the thief was. The wire M. Notler; Constable,Chsa. Odell. Secseen used for the painless extraction of
had been loft on the north side of the ond Ward— Alderman, Jacob Flleraan;
teeth. The doctor malpe* no extra charge
river for the company’sprivate use. A Constable, M. Clark. Third Ward— Alfor its use.

Steam Boat Owners.

to

list

of patents granted to Michi-

-

in our last issue.

«•———

—

News reached this city last Thursday ance of Jetterson’s celebrated character Democraticticket. An informal ballot
iu flowers, animals, soldiers, land-scapes,
waa first taken for Mayor, which resulted
The cold wind which has been coming that P. Van Regenmorter,son of the light and we anticipate that he will have
etc., complete, with full instructions,
as follows: Total vote cast 69, of which
upon receipt of only $1.00. The placque from the northward ever since the sun house keeper of this port, aged about crowded house hereT “MnT Partington,"
alone Is worth more than the amount crossed the line on the 20th instant, veered twenty-oneyears, met with an accident in ia a fine piece of comedy and is filled with Rokus Kanters received 29, Dr. Kremers
charged. To eyery lady ordering this around to the south on Wednesday since Muskegon on Wednesday, March 80. He laughable BltuatlonB7"and~telliDg~wltti- 19, F. G. Churchill 11, balance scattering.
outfit who enclosesthe address of five
was oat horseback riding when the horse ciama. The play ia new here, but»no one A formal ballot which followed gave Mr.
other ladies interestedin the art matters, which time we have been having milder
slipped
and fell breaking young Regen- who attenda the entertainment, will re- Kanten the nomination by a vote of 46,
to whom we can mail our new catalogue and pleasanter weather.
out of the total number (72) cast. The
of Art Goods, we will enclose extra and
mort^r’s right leg. Dr. D. R; Meengs gret having seen the eatimable lady who
real of the nominations on the bead of
without charge, a beautiful 80 inch, goldA'ostmasterVan Putten has moved ormerly of Holland| set the fractaret can only be compared with the celebrated the ticket were by acclamation,viz: City
tinted placque. Addres,
. 'into
Into his
b new quarters in the Kuite build- imb. This comes pretty severe on the “Widow Bedott.” It ia seldom a com- Clerk, Peter Boot; Treasurer,Cornelia
THE EMPIRE NEWS CO..
ing and has a very roomy and pleasant
oung man who expected to take a post- pany with so high a standing in the Ver Sohure; Supervisor, John Dykemi;
Syracuse,°n
N yf ln*a[
f office. There are all the conveniences ion with the life saying crew at this theatrical profession as that maintained Marshal, Richard Van Den Berge; Justice
of the Peace, K. Scbaddelee; School InStamped
. I_ Goods.
_______ I necessary for the accommodationof the Station.
by the Keene combination visits cities of spectors, K. Scbaddelee and Wm. BenjaA new line of stamped goods has jult public and “Jake" makes a good start in;
the size of Holland,and this fact alone minse. The voters of the respective
Brusse Bros., have moved into new
been added to our stock. Stamped apron\ his new vocation
should be a sufficient guaranteeof Wards gatheredin the four corners of the
good muslin, at the low price of 25 centr
rink and proceeded to the nomination of
quarters in the Vennema building and have
crowded houses each night of the com- Aldermen, Constables,and Committeeeach can be had at the store of
Several importantreal estate transfers fitted it up in handsome shape as a Gent's
3-tf L. & 8. Van den Beroe & Co.
pany’s stay. Reserved seats for each en- men with the following result: First
have been made daring the past week. Famishing store and Tailoring establish
tertainment can be procured at Breyman’a Ward— Alderman, Peter Van den Tak;
One gentleman having made a purchase ment. They have in stock the latest
Itch, Prairie Mange, and Scratches of
jewelry store at popular prices and we Constable, Peter Roseboom; Committeemen, John Close, and John Steketee.
every kind cured in 80 minutes by Wool* of ten choice resident lots. There are styles in hats, neckties, and famishing
look for a rapid sale of seats.
Second Werd— Alderman, Dirk De Vries;
lord’s Sanitary Lotion. Use no other. prospects of marked activityin real goods generally, and invite the attention
Constable,. Jake De Fey ter; CommitteeThis never falls. Sold by Kremers & estate with the opening of spring and an
and patronage of the public. By strict
City Caucuses.
men, P. Koning and Frank Van Ry.
Bangs, Druggists, Holland, Mich. 6 Omos
upward tendency in prices.
attention to business and courteous treat
Third Ward— Alderman, Otto Breyman;
REPUBLICAN CAUCUS.
Constafcle,John Van Putten; Committeement to customersthey are rapidly gainSuoUen’i Arnica Salve.
Mb. James Huntley is busily engaged
The Republican electorsof the city met men, Dr. Kremers and Dr. Van Putten.
ing a leading place in the trade of this
The best salve in the world for Cuts,
in fitting up bis new shop preparatory for
in Caucus at the Opera House on Thurs- Fourth Ward— Alderman, Peter Ooaten;
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever
localityand are winning a large share o
Constable, Richard Van Den Berge ; ComSores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains, spring and summer business. He has
day evening, the same night on which the
the patronage.
mitteemen,L.T.Kantera and J. H. Rogers.
Corns, and all skin eruptions, and positive- placed a cement floor in the main room
democrats held their caucus. There were As a whole the caucus was a very harmoly cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
and is setting his machinery in position.
There has been a Union Labor Caucus about one hundred a.and fifty voters nious and satisfactoryone and a general
guaranteedto give perfect satisfaction,or
The
engine
which
was
started
up
a week called to meet in the Land and Labor present. In the absence of the Chairman impression seems to prevail among the
money refunded. Price 25 cents per box.
Democrats that the ticket is the strongest
For sale by Yates & Kane, Holland, and or ten days ago is working very satisfac- Club Rooms for Friday night, but we go of the City Committee, Ex-Mayor W. H.
that they could have nominated and will
A. De Kruif, Zeeland. Mich.
torily.
to press too early for a report of the ac- 1 Beach called the meeting to order and come out victorious on election day.

2-18t.
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rains have recently fallen along the Rio
The Pittsburgh coal operators met and
ADDITIONAL NEWS.
Grande.” ____ Amos Johnson, colored, aged declared they will not accept the railroad
40, was hanged at Marion, Crittenden coal rates to the lakes, which have been
The Presidenthas made the following
County, Arkansas, for assaulting a white raised from 85 to 95 cents a ton.
appointments: Charles W. Irish, of Iowa
child only 8 years old, who had been left
City, Iowa, to be Surveyor General of Nein his charge by her parents. He con-

folliUjd

THE RAILWAYS.

ilOLLXND CITY. MICHIGAN.

fessed, and made *a long harangue from
the scaffold. Fully fifteen hundred peo; pie, mostly colored, witnessedthe execu-

THE NEWS CONDENSED.

i

tion.

i

In plowing in a field about three miles
from Atlanta, Ga., $1,100 was plowed up
EAST.
in $5 gold pieces. The treasure is supEliza Weathersby Goodwin, wife of posed to have been buried there before the
the noted comedian, N. C. Goodwin, died war, by some person who has since died,
j
A Cincinnati syndicate, headed by E.
at New York from the effects of a surgical
operation.She had been ill for three Zimmerman, has invested $1,000,000 in the
years, much of the time confined to her i Soddy mines, near Chattanooga,and inj tends to spend $500,000 in improvements.
bed, and for several months past she had

THE

The pass agent of

the Wisconsin Cenhas given notice that members of the Wisconsin Legislature will be
asked to return their passes, but that the
company will issue free transportation to
the members and elective State officers.It
is said that the St. Paul, Northwestern,
Omaha, Lake Shore, Milwaukee and Northern, and Wisconsin Central have entered
into an agreement not to issue any more
passes. .. .The lease of the Passumpsic
Road by the Boston and Lowell makes
Boston the seaport terminus of the
Canadian Pacific system, and gives
to the Boston and Maine Road control of two thousand miles of track.
The new freight tariff from Pittsburg to
Chicago shows a reduction of 7$ cents per
hundred pounds iu first-class rates, and
tral Railroad

vada; William C. Hull, of Salt Lake City,
to be Secretary of Utah Territory; James
R. Jordan, of Virginia,to be United States
Marshal for the Western Districtof Virginia; and these postmasters:Hlinois—
Allison M. Cavan, El Paso; Wisconsin—

Francis R. Reuschlein,Burlington;Da-

MICHIGAN LEGISLATURE.
The

Senate tyad a bare quorum on being

called to order on the 21st, and, after hearing

some reports of committees and some messages,
adjourned. The House spent nearly the entire
session In committee of he wnole. The most
important bill under discussionwas one for
the protection of game, and fer the prevention
and correction of errors in elections.Mr. Bates
offered a concurrent resolution that, In tribute
to the memory of the late Adjutant General
Robertson,the House and Senate meet in joint
session at 4 p.
on the 22d, and that appro-

m

kota— John H. Firey, Aberdeen; Charles priate services be held. Messrs. Bates, Thomas,
>> illiams and Manly were appointedby Speaker
W. Hastings, Brookings; H. C. Rasmussen, Markov a committee on resolutions on the port
Devil’sLake; Ezra W. Foucht, Redfleld.
of the House. A resolution was adopted in the
House for an adjournment from April 1 to April
W. J, Bennett arrived in Chicago from 0.
This period carries over the spring election.
Engbind the other morning. Ho got shaved
The following bills were passed by the Senin a shop on Canal street, handed the ate March 22; Authorizing the townshipsof
barber a $100 bill, and waited vainly for his Frankenmuth,Bloomfield, and Buena Vista to
been failing.
borrow money Jor dredging and straightening
change until midnight, when he left for CheboygauingCreek : and to provide for tho
At a trial of Lieutenant Zalinsky'spneuKansae City. . .Chicago elevatorsand ves- division of Ward Five in Bay City; to provide
.
The Commissioner of the General Land
for the appointment of a State live-stockvetermatic dynamite gun at Fort Lafayette, a
sels wntain 12,712,788 bushels of wheat,
9,407^558 bushels of corn, 1,080,497 bush- inarian, and for the suppressionof contagious
shell containing fifty pounds of dynamite Office has rejected the application of the
aud infectiousdiseases among live stock;
els of oats, 158,419 bushels of rye, and to regulate the time of bolding the anwas fired a distance of two and a quarter heirs of John E. Bouligny for the issue of
160,157 bushels of barley; total, 23,569,419 nual meeting for the election of trustees
miles ..... Cornelius Vanderbilt was the prize land scrip to the extent of 70,000 2J cents in three other classes. Coal rates
bushels ot all kinds of grain, against 18,- in Union School No. 1, Jackson. Senators Deyo
porohaser of Rosa Bonheur’swork, “The acres. This claim dates from the year are unchanged. .. .The sale of the New
and Seymour were appointedon the part of the
270,910 bushels a year ago.
Horse Fair,” at the Stewart sale, $53,000, 1717, and is based upon an alleged grant York, Rutland and Montreal Railway, to
members of the joint CommitteeOn ResoluPaul Tulane, who made a vast fortune tions, upon the death of the late AdjutantGenand has already presented it to the Metro- by the Government of France covering a lift $350,000 in certificatesissued by
eral Robertson. In the House, bills passed to
politan Museum of Art. . .Gambling uten- portion of the then French colony of Loureceiver,
ordered in New Orleans and gave $1,500,000 to the au^iorlzethe licensing of corporations for Imsils valued at $25,000, captured by the isiana. The Land Office decided against
Judge Wallace, of Syracuse.... university bearing his name, died last proving the science, art, and practice of pharmacy ; to amend section 0, chapter 2, Howell,
police of New York in the raids of the past the claim in 1838, but in 1808 the heirs The Secretary of the Merchantsand Manutwo years, were consigned to the flames.
.
succeeded in securing the passage facturers’Associationof Chicago has week in his native city, Princeton,N. J., relative to assessmentsfor highway purjioBes;
to prohibit appeals from orders of probate
James Kearney, an attorney of New York, of on act by Congressaffirming their title, mailed a letter to the General Managers of at the age of 87.
courts; removing executive administrators,
Railway
postal
clerks
on
the
Union
Pahas fled with from $80,000 to $100,000 in which was suspended by Conuress within twenty-sixdifferentrailroads asking if it
etc., in certaincases; relative to the proteccash.
thirty days, it having been learned that the were the railroad managers’ ultimatumthat cific begin their runs each alternateweek tion of game — a sweeping bill ; for the incorof companies for the purposp of
Supreme Court had decided against the the price of commercial travelers’1,000- at Council Bluffs, but their homes are poration
buying and selling brood animals, tho capital
claimants, and that under the law govern- mile tickets be fixed at $25 instead of $20,
stock being limited at $5),000 ; to provide for the
scattered from Omaha to Ogden. They
ing grants only 2,500 acres could be grant- as at present, and that free baggage be limpunishment of crimes committedby convicts
Mb. John McGovern has been called ed. The matter was then again brought ited to 150 pounds on each ticket. Secre- have received semi-official notincation that while serving sentence ; the bill relative to apthey will hereafter be required to pay fare peals for decisions and reportsof commissionto Omaha to conduct the editorialcolumns before the Laud Office, the claimants al- tary H.W. K. Cutter says if an amicable setwhen not actuallyperforming duty. They ers on claims against estatesof deceased perleging
that
the
act
was
in
the
nature
of
a
tlement
cannot
be
reached
there
will
be
a
sons ; the bill amending tho laws relativeto the
of the Evening Bee in that city. He has
have decided to appeal to the Postoffice
contract,which could not be annulled by bitter fight.
support of minors whoso fathersare living; to
been identified for many years with the
Department.
amend tho act relative to the incorporation
Congress. The question will probablybe
Iowa railroad property has just been
newspapers of Chicago, having filled and
of
mutual fire insurance companies ; the bill
The Federal Supreme Court has re- relative
taken to the Supreme Court.
to the duties of commiBsiouerBon claims
held with fine ability responsible positions
assessed at $38,000,000 for purposes of
versed the judgment of the Supreme againsttho estates of deceased persona and
The Presidenthas appointed Oscar S.
on the daily press, but it was perhaps as
taxation, an iucrease of $4,000,000 over
providing for their compensation ;* the bill deCourt of Appeals of Virginia in case of fining the limits, jurisdiction, aud powers of
editor of the Current and as the author of Straus, of New York, to be Envoy Extraorlast year’s valuation.
several popular books that he became best dinary and Minister Plenipotentiary to
William L. Royall, whose tender of State Circuit Courts ; to authorize the Central Michiknown to the literary world. The Chicago
tax coupons in payment of a lawyer's gan Agricultural Society to convey its real esTurkey; Harold Marsh Sewall, of Maine,
tate ; to amend the act relative to public InDaily Kerrs says: “We doubt not that Mr.
licensewas wrongfully refused.
. A statestruction In primary schools; to change tho
Consul
General at Apia, and N. J. George,
McGovern will be cordially welcomed by
It is stated that fully $500,000 has al- ment prepared at the office of the Commis- name of tho Buck family to that of Clark ; to
of Tennessee,Consul’ at Charlottetown,
his professional brethren in Omaha -he
amend the act relative to duplicatetax rolls
Prince Edward Island. Jacob F. Grove ready been put up on the great ocean sioner of Internal Revenue shows that in villages. Both houses met in joint convencertainlycarries with him to his new field of
there
are
thirty-se\en
factories
enhas been appointed Postmasterat Burn- yacht race, with the Dauntless as the fation and held a touching memorial service in
labor the best wishes of Ihe many Chicagoside, 111., and Thomas B. Buskirk, of In- vorite ---- Sir Alexander Campbell has been gaged in the manufacture of artificial memory of the late Adjutant General Robertans who recognize his personal worth no
diana, has been appointed Special Internal appointedLieutenant Governor of Ontario, butter now in operationin the United son.
less than his intellectualuttamments and
The Judiciary Committee reported adversely
Revenue Agent. J. SterlingMorton, of vice the Hon. John B. Robinson, whose States, as follows: Eleven in Chicago;two
abilities.”
in Denver, Col.; one in Kokomo, Ind.; one to tho Senate, on March 23, a certain bill to preNebraska,is mentioned for a place on the term has expired.
Mayor Carter H. Harrison posi- Pacific Railway Commission.
in Kansas City; one in Armourdale,Kan.;
vent swindling. Senator J. W. Babcock introIn connection with the difficulty between
one in Ashland, Wis.; three in Hurley, duced a bill to eliminate Irom the statutes all
tively declined the Democratic nomination
A hitch has occurred between the Sec- Lawrence Barrett and the American ExWis.; one iu Eau Claire, Wis.; one in obsolete and Inoperative laws. The GovernorIn
for Mayor of Chicago.
it is empoweredto appoint a commission of reretary of War and the Lieutenant General
change in Europe, the actor has instructed Chippewa, Wis. There are 3,537 retail vision to report to the next Legislature.The
Five fine steamships are under construc- over some of the appointmentsof the regi- his counsel, Coil. Ingersoll, to commence dealers in oleomargarinein the United Senate passed bills to amend the charter
tion in the ship-yards at Detroit and vicin- mental staff, the Secretary having inti- suit for $50,000 for maliciousprosecution
States who paid special taxes as such iu of Battle Creek ; to incorporatethe village of
the months of November, and Decem- Eagle, Clinton County ; bill to amend curtain
ity. . .Mrs. Joseph Matteson, of New York mated that Gen. Sheridan exceeded his against the President of the Exchange, the
sections of tho act relative to taking private
Hon. James R. Hawley, and its Directors ber, 1886, and January and Febru- property for public uses in cities and villages
Mills, Minn., murdered her infant daugh- authority.
ary, 1^87. The number of wholesale to cede to the United States jurisdiction over
ter and then committed suicide .... The
All the saloons at Washington were and General Manager.
the laud now and to bo occupied iu enlarging
Court House at Yorkville, HI., was closed last Sunday owing to a decision of
Commander-in-Chief Fairchild of dealers is 260. The quantity of oleo- and Improving the “Lake Superior Ship Canfl
margarine
manufactured
and
removed
for
burned, but the records were saved.
.
Railway and Iron Company aud the Portage
the Grand Army of the Republic has issued
the District Commissioners to enforce the
consumptionor sale, at 2 cents per pound, Lake and River ImprovementCompany." In
Constable Pierce,at Des Moines, refuses to
a general order appointing the Grant Mem- during the past four months is as follows: the House bills passed to amend an act estabsurrender to the United States Marshal, on statute revoking licenses upon a second
orial Committee, which consists of one November, 1886, 4,742,569 pounds; De- lishing a House of Correctionand branch of
Federal writs of replevin,the liquorsseized conviction of violatingthe Sunday law ____
tho State Prison in tho Upper Peninsula. Tho
member for each department.
cember, 1886, 2,786,278; January, 1887, amendment allows compensation at S3 per day.
in the drug store of Hurlbut, Hess & Co. Ji^nes F. Benedict, a bank cashier at
That charming and popular little actress, 2,501,114;February, 1887, 2,615,779; total, Tho House then went into committee of the
.... Some person unknown bought a draft Greeley, Colo., has been appointedColwhole and considered several bills. Senator
for $4,995 at St. Joseph, Mo., and forward- lector of Internal Revenue for that dis- Miss Annie Pixley, appears at McVicker’s 12,645,740.The quantity exported from
the United States is: November, 1886, Post's bill providing for indeterminate sened it to the Secretary of the Treasury to be
tences for convicts was killed in commicteo of
Theater, Chicago, this week, in her old
3,247 pounds: December, 1886, 58,689; the whole.
placed to the credit of an unknown debtor.
favorite character “MTiss” and in her new
Januarv,
1887,
52,761;
February,
1887,
38,. .Jackson Marion, who killed John
The Senate passed tho following at its session
and successfulplay, “The Deacon’s Daugh100; total, 152,797.
of March 21 : A concurrent resolution to loan
Cameron fifteen years ago, was hanged
The Democrats of Chicago have nomin- ter."
State camp equipage to the Knights of
Emperor William has sent a friendly the
at Beatrice, Neb. He addressed the specPythias, and following bills : To amend tho act
The divorce case of Vice President Hoptators in a firm voice, and exhibit- ated Caner H. Harrison for Mayor, John
messugj to the Pope ____ In a panic in a providing for compulsory educationiu certain
ed unusual firmnesson the scaffold ____ H. McAvoy for Treasurer,C. F. M. Allen kins, of the Missouri Pacific, has been
cases ; to legalize the proceedings in issuing
church at Mentone, France, many persons bonds of the township of Warren, Midland
Thomas H. Harding was hanged at Dillon, for Attorney, and Henry Stuckert for Clerk. settled. The conditions are that the charge
were injured ____ Prince Ferdinand of Saxe- County ; to authorize the Calhoun County AgriM. T., for the murder of William FerguSenator Sherman, on the invitation of of infidelityis to be withdrawn against Coburg desires the nominationfor the Bul- cultural Society to mortgage its real estate ; to
son, a young stage-driver,while driving
provide for publishing the proceedings of Boards
the
Republican members of the Legisla- him, he is to give his wife $300,000,and garian throne ____ There will be held in of Supervisors in newspapers in counties;
his stage from Melrose to Glendale, May
the decree is to be taken for desertion ____
Milan,
Italy, in the mouth of May and providing for the incorporating and regu29, 1886... .A freight train ran into a ture of Tennessee,delivered a political ad- Professor McGee, of the GeologicalSurJune, an internationalexhibition of flour- lating of building and loan associastanding passenger train on the Pittsburgh, dress at Nashville....The State officers of
tions,
substitute;for House bill .91.
vey, says the Charlestonearthquake covFort Wayne
Chicago Railroad, near Indiana rejected a proposition by a New ered an area of 1,250,000 square miles, and mill ing machineryand apparatus connect- In the House the JudiciaryCommittee reported
ed w.th bread-making,Italianpaste-mak- adversely upon the bill requiring registrationof
Leetonia, Ohio, telescopingtwo cars. The York house to loan $300,000 at 2J per cent.
extended from the Mississippi to the Ber- ing, rice-dressiug,and similar industries, patent rights or patent deeds in each county beengineer of the passenger train was killed,
. .The WisconsinAssembly passed a bill
mudas ____ President Fitzgerald,of the Irish to which American manufacturersare re- fore they are offeredfor sale. It was tabled,
and several other persons were injured.
prohibiting municipal subscriptionsto rail- National League, has issued an appeal for
aud will come up again. The bill to amend tho
quested to send exhibits.
charter of Saginaw City, which passed the
Arguments in a case involving $15,- road stocks. . .The Democrats of Cincin- financialhelp for the people of Ireland in
The yacht Dauntlesspassed the finish- House, was recalledfrom the Senate and re000,000,which is virtually a contest of the nati have made the following nominations: the fight againstEnglish oppression.
ferred to the Committeeon Municipal Corpoing line at Queenstown at 6:45 o’clock rations. The author of the bill, Mr. Dakin,
For Mayor, Isaac B. Matson; Judge of the
will of Francis Palms, were begun last
Superior Court, J. R. Saylor; Judge of
Monday evening, March 28, her actual stated that the bill had beeu hastily passed,
week at Detroit. The special point involved
upon his recommendation; that he had been
the Police Court, J. W. Fitzgerald; City
time on passage being 16 days, 1 hour, 45 accusedof undue haste, and desired the recall
is a clause which, it is alleged,violates the
Treasurer, Valentine Nicholas; City SolicRussia
has officially protested against minutes, 13 seconds. All on board were that It might go through the regular channel.
statute of perpetuity.
itor, Alfred M. Cohen.
the action of Turkey in Bulgaria ____ Six well, and the yacht was iu as good shape The social purity bill was amended, placing
The Grand Jury at Chicago on SaturA bill has been introduced in the New persons who were captured in connection as when she left New York. A London the age of protectionat 14 years. Under a
suspensionof rules the considerationof the
day returnedindictments against the folYork Assembly to charter an aqueduct with the recent plot to assassinatethe Czar, dispatch says: “The officers of the Coronet bill brought on a very animated discussion.
lowing persons for malfeasancein office
The
age reported by joint committee was 15
company, with a capitalof $60,000,000,to were hanged. De Gaieff, the man who and other yachtsmen are greatlypleased years. Mr. Diekema favored 16 years, but Mr.
with the result of the race, and soy it has
ana conspiracy to defraud the county:
Ashton (a physician) mode a lengthyspeech in
furnish water from the Adirondack region murdered Lieut. Col. Sudeikim, the Russerved to show admirable mialities in both favor of 13 years. The ladies had filed numerDaniel J. Wren, County Commissioner;
to the Hudson River valley and New York sian Chief of Police, three years ago, and
Adam Ochs, ex- County Commissioner, city.
who was suspected of having planned this yachts. Consideringthe differenceiu the ous petitionsfor 18 years. The bill passed
tonnage, the length of the two yachts, and unanimously, but the Senate may amenn. The
Chairman of the board in 1884-’85;John
plot against the Czar’s life, is said to be
capital punishmentbill was taken from
E. Van Pelt, ex- County Commissioner; H. C. Parsons, the most prominent one of the six. . .The police of St. Peters- the extraordinarilyheavy weather whicn Oviatt
the table and put upon its passage. It failed
Harry Vamell, Warden of the Insane Asy- Blaine Republicanin Virginia,and the in- burg have discovered stores of dynamite prevailed during the voyage, the Dauntless by a vote of 49 to 41, not having a majorityof
lum; William J. MoGarigle,Warden of the timate associateof Stephen B. Elkins and and apparatus for the manufacture of is thought to have done as well as her com- all members elect. Mr. Oviatt changed his vote
to no, and moved a reconsideration, which was
County Hospital; Charles Frey, Warden of
petitor. ’
William Walter Phelps, says that Blaine bombs in several villas in the suburbs of
carried, and the bill was again tabled. The
the Infirmaty; Elisha A. Robinson, grocer,
House Ways and Means Committee reported
alone can answer whether he will lead the the Russian capital.
furnisher of county supplies. The parties
favorably a bill making tho fiscal year end June
next campaign.If he should consent the
Germany
has refused to participatein
30, Instead of Sept. 30, as now.
were arrested and gave bail.
THE_MARKETS.
contest was over, for it was impossible, the Paris InternationalExhibition of 1889.
A bill which had been introduced in the SeuJoel W, Kellogg, a prominent pol- with the present temper, to convene a repsto making an appropriationfor the purchase
NEW YORK.
....French experimentswith the “selfof land at the State Prison, was transformed
itician of Elkhart,Ind., has been sen- resentative body of Republicans which
gEEVBB ...........................
8 4.50 W 6.00
steeringtorpedo” have resulted in failure. Hous .............................
into one making an appropriationto pay the
5.75 <£ g.25
tenced to three years in the penitentiary would not nominate him. . .Senator SherAdvices from China say that over 300 Wheat-No. 1 White ............. 90,^^ .OP* widow of the late AdjutantGeneral Robertson
man visited the CincinnatiChamber of
the balance of his salary for his uuuxpired
No. 2 Red ................ fli $ .92
for embezzling$11,000 from a building asCommerce and made a brief speech, dwell- tramps appeared in the village of Hsia- Corn-No.2 ....................... 48!* A .50 term, and passed tho Senate March 25. Bills
sociation, . .Judge 8. H. Treat died last
wr«e also passed to establish a muing on the marvelous development of the Shib-Chen and greatlyirritated the inhabOATS-White ......................
.42
week at Springfield,HI., at the age of 75, resources of the South.
itants, who inveigledthem into the temple,
nicipal police court in the city of East
Pork— New Mobs ................ 16.25 ©10.73
Saginaw; to revise the Muskegon City charfrom Bright's disease. He was appointed
and during the night set lire to it. Only
CHICAGO.
ter; to restrict the powers of highway comto the Federal bench by President Pierce.
forty of the tramps escaped, the remainder Beeves— Choice to Prime Steers 5.25 & 5.75
INDIISTBIAL NOTES.
missionersin the township of Ironwood,HoughGood Shipping ........ ' 4.50 <$ 5.03
....The great trotting race between
being burned to death ____ Eighty-fivemen
ton County ; to authorizethe Township Hoard
Common ............... 4.00 ©4.60
Oliver K. and Harry Wilkes, which was
were
entombed
by
an
explosion
in
a
collery
to maintain a fire department,and to license
The nail factory,plate mill, and cooper
Hoas— Shipping Grades ......... 5.50 © 0.00
hawkers and peddlera. The House passed a
arranged to take place at San Francisco shop of the Bay View (Wis.) iron works near Sydney, New South Wales.
Flour— Red Winter ............. 3.75 © 4.00
bill to provide for the organization
of building
Wheat— No. 2 Spring ............. 78 © .70
April 2, is declared off, as Oliver K. has
The birthday presents receivedby Em- Corn— No. 2 ....................... 86^© .37!* and loan asscclations ; to prevent the destrucstrained a tendon in his foreleg.... will, it is reported, be closed for an indefiperor William are sufficientto fill five Oatb-No. 2 ....................... 25!* 6 .20'* tion of fish in Pine Lake, Cass County; the
The Commissioners of State Contracts at nite period.
Senate bill for paying the balance of Adjutant
Butter— Choice Creamery ....... 28 © .30
General Robeitson’ssalary to his widow; deSpringfield,111., have passed an order reA Chicago dispatch says that “John furniture vans..,. The Bulgarian Prime
E,n.<^,I,air>, ............"22 ^
fining
the qualifications of deputy sheriffs;
fusing to pay out any more money on the Jarre tt of Pittsburg, William H. Muldoon Minister is making a tour of the country Cheebe-FuIICream, Cheddar.. .13^4 .13?4
Full Cream, new ....... 13*4 * ,1344 “the Pinkertonbill ;" bill to tacilitate the disprinting contracts pending the investigaopenly advocating independence.
posal and settlementof State lands; to desigEoos— Fresh ...................... 11
11
of District Assembly No. 57, Mr. O. W.
tion of the printing “combine.” ...Cannate the place for holding elections in Midland,
.55
The
ocean yacht-race was won by the Potatoes— Choice, per bu ........ 50
Midland County' to reincorporatethe vilvassing is about to commence in Cincin- Potter of the North Chicago rolling mills,
Pork— Mess .....................20.50 ©20.7i
Coronet, which arrived off Queenstown
lage of South Haven, Van Buren County.
MILWAUKEE.
nati for the guarantee fund of $1,000,000 and Alderman O. D. Wetherell, who acted
Wheat— Cash ..................... 74 © .74!* The Committeeon Military Affairs reported
required to insure the success of the Ohio as umpire, were in session for the last few about noon on Sunday. The distance is
Corn-No. 3 ....................
... .37
.37'(, favorably the bill to organize a medical corps in
centennial,to bo held next year. The ex- days and agreed upon a new scale of wages 2,949 miles. Her apparent time was just Oatb-No. 2 White ................ 31 © .3P* the State militia.The Committee on Ways and
demanded
bv
the
men.
The
wages
of
the
Means reported favorably the bill to give the
.56
position is to be located in Washington or
inside of fifteen days. Her shortestday’s Rye-No. 1 ........................
Upper Peninsula members 92 per day extra
Eden Park, and will last one hundred men were advanced about 9 per cent. The run was 38,8 miles; her longest 291.5 miles. Pork — Mess ......................16.25 -4 13.75 compensation.
Mr. Chapman dissented and
TOLEDO.
company
will
pay
them
for
time
and
a
half
days....W. Irving Bishop gave some inThe weather was uncommonly stormy.1 She WHEAT-Cash.................
made a minority report. Mr. Webber’s bill for
... .81 © .82
while
engaged
iu
certain
lines
of
work
danterestingspecimensof mind reading at the
raising the salary of the officers of tho State
carried twenty- nine persons. .. .The anCoHN-Cash ....................... 39 © .40
House of Correction bad all after tho enacting
Palmer House in Chicago, and, blindfold- gerous to their health, and will engage ex- nual boat-race between the Oxford and Oats— No. 2 ....................... 30 © .31
clause struck out. The bill making it mandaDETROIT.
ed, drove, a carriage and pair through the tra men to relieve those who desire not to Cambridge University crews resulted
tory upon tho trustees of the Northern Michigan
Beef Cattle .................... 4.03 © 5.-25
streets and fdund a scarf-pin which had work Sundays. The agreement has effect in a victory for the Cambride men Hoos ............................4.25 © 5.75
Insane Asylum to place It under homeopathic
control evoked a very hot discussion. It was
been secreted in an overcoat in Kerrigan's in the mills at Irondale, South Chicago, by three lengths. The Oxford crew un- Sheep.. ....................4.25 © 5.5J
North Chicago, Bridgeport, Joliet, Ham- fortunately broke an oar at Barnes’ Bridge Wheat— Michigan Red ...........82 © .83
adopted by the House, sitting in committee of
law office in the Howland Block.
the whole.
mond, and Milwaukee, and dates from and was thus badly handicapped..,. Corn-No.2 ....................... 39 © .40
OATS-Whlto .................
32
©
,3ji*
A bare quorum was present at the sessions
January 1."
Feeling is now somewhat doubtful as to
of the House and Senate on the 26th Inst. The
ST. LOUIS.
At a meeting of wrought iron pipe man- whether France and Germany propose to Wheat-No. 2 .................... 79
.79t*
sessions were spent almost entirely in commitA heavy frost in Mississippi severely
:::: .35 S!
adjust their differences and live at peace. ^orn— Mixed ................
tee of the whole. The House had some wrangdamaged fruit trees, tomatoes, and straw- ufacturers at Pittsburgh, last year’s prices The warmth of the Kaiser’sbirthday greetling over a concurrentresolutionfrom the Senwere reaffirmed. Business reportedas in
poRK-Mes. ...............
17.25 Ii?:* J ate to tho effect that both branches adjourn
'•
ings and the honeyed words of M. de Lesfrom March 30 to April 6. Adjournmenthad
CINCINNATI
A freight train on the Norfolk and a favorable condition.
seps have produced a state of calm that Wheat-No. 2 Red ............... 82
.82}* previously been fixed for April 1. The Senate
Work
on a new iron mine near Mar- has not been known for many months. Corn— No; 2 ....................... 39 © .40 ’ resolution was adopted, however. The Senate
Western Road went through Otter River
quette, Mich., has begun, and great results The feeling of dis'jruston the Berlin Oats— No. 2 ....................... 29>*© .301* passed in committee of the whole a bill to make
Bridge, nine miles from Liberty, Va. The
Pork-Moss .....................17.25 ©17.75^ an appropriation for the Michigan School for the
are anticipated. . .The Pittsburghmaster bouise, however, continues unabated, and Live Hogs .......................5.25 © 5.75
Blina. At noon the House took a recess, and
bridge was in process of repair, and eight
upon being called to order In the afternoon
BUFFALO.
painters refuse to sign the scale presented but little confidence is expressedin the
or nine workmen were killed. Several
maintenance of peace. Russia keeps up Wheat-No. 1 Hard ..............91 © .92
there was no quorum. A call of the House was
oythe
journeymen
or
to
recognize
the
others were wounded. The engine and
Corn— No. 2 Yellow ..............-.45 © .46
had, and thirty members were absent without
union men as a body of Knights of Labor. her preparations for all possiblecontingen- Cattle ..........................4.00 © 4.75
leave, and the Sergeant-atArms was ordered to
several cars crossed the bridge saf el/before
cies. Eighty-seventorpedo vesselsbelongplace them under arrest as fast as they apINDIANAPOLIS.
At a meeting of the coal managers in ing to the Baltic fleet have been ordered
it gave way.
peared.
Mr. Watson's bill granting the right to
Beef Cattle ...............
..... 3.75 ©6.25
women to vote at school, town, city, and other
San Antonio (Texas) special: “Reliable New York it was decided to restrict the pro- placed in a state of constant readiness for H°0B .............................415 ©6.00
municipal electionswas made the special orEighty-five persons lost their Sheep ............................3 25 19 4.75
reports from the grazing districts of the duction of anthracite for the month of service
der for Anril 19. The Committea on Railroads
Wheat-No. 2 Red ............... 80 a .81
lives by the exolosion in the Bulli colliery
April to 2,250,000tons.
Corn-No. 2 ....................... 37 © .371* reportedfavorablya bill to require railroads to
Bio Grande show that the winter just closat Lidney, England. . .The French ChamOats .............................. 29
.28K, publicly announce at stations whether passenIn the coal combinationcase at Hairising was vety severe on sheep. Owing to
ger trains are on scheduletime or not, and how
ber of Deputies has raised the import duty
EAST LIBERTY.
burg,
Pa.,
being
an
action
to
enjoin
the
much deviationtherefrom. The bill providing
the long drought last fall the grass was
on oxen to 38 francs, and placed a duty of CATTLE-Best ................... 5.00 © 5.2»
th&t the committees on State Institutionsshall
Fair ....................4.55 ©4.75
very scarce, and many thousand sheep per- companies from combining in the matter 20 francs on cows, 8 francs on calves, 5
visit
them and report their needs and condition
Common ............... 4.00 © 4.25
ished from starvation. One firm alone is of output, all of the evidence has been francs on sheep, and 12 francs on fresh
to tho succeeding Legislature was reported
reported to have lost 30,000 head. Good heard, and the court reserves its decision. meat
Spekp ....... . ................... 5.00 ^ 6.50
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“TOO MANY OF WE."
"Mamma,

had given her

of we?*
Tha little girl Mked with a elgh,
Perhaps you wouldn't be tired,you see,
If a few of your childs could die.*
li

thera too

many

She was only three years old— the one
Who spoke In that strange, sad way,
As she saw her mother’sImpatientfrown
At the children’s boisterous play.

There were a half dozen who round her stood,
And the mother was sick and poor,
Worn out with the eare of the noisy brood
And fight with the wolf at the door.

life's

work

for others; first

for her parents; then for an invalid brother,

orphan children; with such
innumerable acts of neighborly kindness
as only the recording angel of good deeds
knew.
Well might she bo tired! It was new to
her to be caressed, to have tender hands
lead her to her room and loosen her dress,
a tender voice coax her to lie down.
“Now 1 will darken the window,” Daisy
said, “and you are to rest! Sleep, if you
lastly, for the

can, until dinner-time."

“But, Daisy, you cannot make the
dinner."
“I will try," was the quick reply; and
And the shadow that darkened the mother’s
face
Aunt Mary submitted.
O’er the young life seemed to fall.
Washing the potatoes,shelling peas,
frying ham, making coffee, all allowed
More thoughtful than any, she felt more care,
thought to be busy, and Daisy sighingly
And pondered in childish way
How to lighten the burden she could not share, put away some of her day-dreamsover her
Growing heavier day by day.
homely tasks.
“I cannot be a lady,” she thought, “and
Only a week, and the little Claire
John won’t be a gentleman, but I will try
In her tiny white trundle-bed
Lay with the blue eyes closed, and the sunny to pay my share of the debts."
hair
Khe had taken off her flounces and hat,
Cut close from the golden head.
and pat on a plain dress and large check
Don’t cry," she said— and the words wore low, apron before she began to work; and she
Feeling tears that she could not see—
was rather astonished,ns her kitchen
•You Won't have to work and be tired so,
duties progressed, to find herself happier
When there ain’t so many of wo."
than she had been since she returned

For a smile or a kiss no time, no place
For the little one, least of all ;

;

A STIRRING APPEAL.

MICHIGAN AFFAIRS.

It Should

Bo Generally Known

That the multitudeof (lUoases of a scrofulous
—General Join Robertson,Adjutant nature generally proceed from a torpid condiAddress by the President of the Irish General of Michigan since 1801, died at tion of Uio liver The blood become impure
because the liver do«4 noi act propor.y and
Detroit last week, aged 73.
National League of America.
work off the poison from the system,a id the
—Franklin L. Warren, a pioneer of 1835, certain rosulisare blotcho>,pimples, ci upturns, swellings, tumors, uloors.and ki idrjd
HrADQUABTEES IBISH NATIONAL LEAGUE)
proprietor of the Southern Michigan Hotel
affections, or settlingupon the lungs and
ok America, >
poisoningthoir delicatotisanes, until ulceraat Coldwatcr, died recently.
Lincoln, Neb., March *l. )
tion, breaking down, and consumptionis esTo the American public anu the Irishmen of
—A. M. Sharp, for twenty-eight years a tablished.Dr. Pioro.i’s“Uoldou Medical D sAmerica:
covery” will, by acting upon tbo liver and
T he corporalion of Dublin, the metro- Justice of the Peace at Emmet, died from
purifyingthe blood, euro all tho?o diseases.
polimn city of Irelnud, has appealed to the the effects of a parahtic stroke a few days
Christian world for the protestsof human- ago.
Strange as it may *eera, iron is not
iiy against the further persecution of the
firm. The market reports suy so.— Loireti
—Up to the 1st of March more pupils Courier.
Irish people by the British Government.
A time has come iu Ibo relationsof Ireland had been enrolled in the Ludington schools
Tennyson’s “May Qtiocn.”
and England when the laws of God and than during the whole of the echool year of
Who knows but if the beautiful girl who
tbo dictates of humanity become superior
1885-’8G. •
died so young had boon I lossod with Dr.
to every rule of internationaletiquette, and
Pierce’s ‘’Favorite Pmacr.ption" she ni'ght
demand from the morality of the world a
—Russell Wirgman, of Chicago, an em- have reigned on many another bright Maystern denunciation of the course about to
ploye of Spaulding A Adams’ laundry, day. The “FavoriteProscription" is a cona.n
be pursued by the Tory Government
euro for all those disorders to which fonuloj
against the Lish. The voice of America committed suicide at Jackson. A letter are liable.
should not be silent when additional was found addressed to his mother stating
Politicianh are excusable for being on
outrages are about to be inflicted on that owing to ill-healthho desired to end
the fence.— They wish to keep posted.
a robbed and persecuted nation. Brit- his life.
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ish statesmen who now

champion
Brown’s Bboncbal Troches for Coughs
polit'V
justice to Ireland,
—Andrew Hester, a prominentfarmer ot and
Colds: “I do not see how it is possible
and
condemn coercion by the Tory Gov- the town of Deerfield, dropped dead of for a nnblto man to bo himself in winter with' •
ernment as alike crnel and impolitic, did
home.
But the dear little daughter who went away
out tins admirable aid."—
JL Af. Jkutns,
From the home that for once was stilled,
When John came to dinner ho was as- not hesitate to denounce oppression by the heart disease the other night. He had just iVowrf, AJwa.
Showed the mother's heart, from that dreary tonished to find Aunt Mary “quite Turks in Bulgaria. Are the Irish less to returned from attendingthe funeral of a
day,
Motto for a corset factory— “Wo have
dressed np," as she blnshingly said, America than the Bulgarians were to Eng- relative in Canada who had left him beWhat a place she hod always filled.
come to slay "—Cleveland Sun.
land,
that
America
should
hesitate
to
min
a
clean
print*
dress
and
white
— TFomon’i World,
tween $5,000 and $6,000, and the exciteapron, her dear old face showing no sign terlero in Ireland’sbehalf against the cru"Hough on Dirt*’ whitens clothing yellowed
of heat or weariness, while Daisy, with elties of the British Government? The ment, it is thought, was the direct cause of by careless wnahtag or use of cheap washing
added bloom and bare white arms, was Irish have exhausted every means of moral death. Mr. Hester had been Supervisor, compounds. Washes everything from tiness
laces to heaviest blankets. There need bo uo
DEBTS.
carrying in the dinner.
and constitutionalagitation to recover their a member of the Hoard of School Ex am- fear in using this article. Does not rot nor
“The new girl, at yonr service,” she just and legitimate social and political iners, and had held other local offleos.
yellow. 0 and 10 ceuts.
BY PAUL H. MOORE.
said, saucily, as she nulled down her rights. The voice of Scotland and of
IF YOU AUK LOHINO YOUIt GRIP
sleeves. “Dinner is ready, sir.”
Wales and of the mass of the British
On life try Wells' Health Renowor.* Goes dlrocl
Mutual IiiHurauccId Michigan.
John Ramsay was working on Ins farm,
But her lips quivered as he bent over her democracy has sanctioned the efforts of
to weak spots. For weak men, delicate women,
his careless,loose dress displayingto ad- and whispered, “God bless you, dear!
The following tables are abstractod from
Ireland,and proclaimed the justice of her
vantage his tall, muscular figure, and a Forgive me if I was too hasty this morn- cause. Gladstone, Morley, Labouchere, and the report furnished to Representative
“BUCHU-PAlBAt”
broad straw hat shaded a handsome face, ing.”
Cross by the Insurance Department of the
Quick, complete cure, all annoying kidney
every English leader worthy the name of
with large dark eyes set beneath a foreState. It includes all the co-operative mu- diseases, catarrh of bladder, etc. 81.
statesman have proclaimed themselves adIt was a merry meal. They made a play
head whose breadth and height indicated a
tual benefit aud life insurance companies,
vocates of
eland’s claim to legislativeinthat was more than half earnest of Aunt
If muslins, calicoes,etc,, appear to not wear
powerful brain. The hands that guided Mary’s being a great lady who was to be dependence. It is no longer the English twenty-seven in number, that have reported or wash as well as formerlythe roHSon is in the
the plough were strong hands, but whiter
their business the present vear.
use of inferior nlkallue—soap-washlng comwaited upon, and not allowed to rise from people who oppose the restorationof Ireand more delicate than such pursuits the table upon any consideration.Dinner land’s literties, but the aristocratic robbers
The first table shows tlie income, the pounds that destroy tlie texture and neutralize
the colors. Uhun them I Use "Hough on Dirt.”
usually allow.
over, John returned to his plowing, and who have throttled alike both Britain and amount paid for death an i other claims, and
Daisy Hale sat watching him. Her dress
the
total
expenditure
for
the
year
1886:
Aunt Mary, firmly refusing to sit in idle- Ireland, and have fattened for generations
was print, but made with flounces on the ness, was allowed to wash cups and on public plunder with the proceedsof
Paid
skirt, and ruffles on the waist. Her short
Income, claima. Totals.
saucers, while Daisy made short work of which they can use the lever of corruption
American Mutual, Bellegolden hair was curled in a fringe careto lilt them into power and maintain thempots and pans.
vue .................... 81,901 8.... 61,904
fully over her forehead, and gathered in
selves
there.
The
cause
of
Ireland
is
the
Central Michigan, Lite
John said but little as the days wore on
longer curls into a comb behind, above
Marshall ............... 1,660
1,286
1,666
and still found Daisy at her post. It was cause of the Britishdemocracy, and to this
which was a very jaunty hat, covered with not in the natnre of things for Aunt Mary fact may we attributothe bitter and unre- Com'l Mutual, Detroit.. 7,415 3,736 8,151
Detroit
Muiual
Benefit.
0.7J7
4,156
10,053
puffs of white muslin and bows of blue
to sit with folded hands, but it became lenting opposition of the British Tories. Equable Mutual, Lanribbon to match the spots upon her dress. Daisy’s task to inauguratedaily naps, to The Irish P(
d,o not pretend to fight against
sing .................... 2,090
232
2,090
The face under Daisy’s hat was gloomy; see that only the light work came to the the English, but ngaiust tbo oppressors of Equitable Life, Homer..
&10
307
Highest Awirds of Models in Europe end America.
not to say cross. A very pretty face, but older hands, to make daily work less of a both. In this struggle the Irish have done Fidelity II. & I., Detroit.
794
'138
705
IndustrialM. B., Conot pleasant, having a petted, spoiledTae nnatest, nuickost, safest and mo«t powerful comall morality can demand from an oppressed
toil and more of a pleasure.
runna .................. 3,930
14
3,714 edy known tor lUn*ura»tisui, Pleurisy ,Nourslirls,f.umchild frown, and a brooding discontent in
nation,
and
now
as
a
last
effort
they
ask
the
Loyal
Life.
Beading
.....
53,907
7,027
45,892
And the young girl herself was surprised
biao, Backache, Weakness, coins in the ohes', and all
the large blue eyes.
aches and pains. Indorsed by 5,000 Physids' s and
Masonic M. B., Grand
to find how much she enjoyed the life that interferenceof the Christian world to preRapids .................53,990 57,000 62,224 Druggists of tho highest repute. Benson's Hastoie
Presently the farmer drew near her, and
vent their destruction.
had seemed to her a mere drudgery.
promptly relieve sn l cure where other plastersand
Mich. Equ. Life, Kturgis
04fi
400
687
taking off his hat, fanned himself with it,
As
President of the IrBh National Mich. M. B., Hillsdale.. 32,127 21,708 33,115 greasy eslvre,liniments and lotions, are abeolutriy
With younger hands to carry on the douseless.Beware of imitationsunder dmder sounding
stopping his horses while he leaned in3,186 10,805 names, such as ‘Capsicum,* 'Capudn.*‘Capsiclne.
mestic affairs, they ceased to engross every League of America, the representative Mutual Life. Mason ..... 10,800
dolently against the plow.
as they are utterly worthless and mtendrd to docolvo.
hour of the day, and John encouraged body of the Irish race on this continent, I Northwestern M. B., Detroit ....................19,037 12,385
“You look deliciously cool under this
19,080 Ask koh Bzkhon's and take no othkm. All drugDaisy in making nse of the stiff, shut-up re-echo that appeal. I ask the American Odd-Fellows C.O., Flint.
gists. HKARTTUY fc-IOHNHON, Proprietors,
Now YorS.
21
4
great tree,” he said. “And— hem!-- very
MENTION Tills PAPER was* wairiM w *a»saru«a».
parlor as a daily sitting-room.A pair of press and people to pass their verdict on
People'sLife, Jackmuch dressed for D o’clock in the morn- muslin curtains at each window were skil- the treatment now being meted out to the Old
fon ...................
9,555
101 8,556
9,555
ing!”
THE SUCCESSFUL REMEDY FOR
Old People’s M. B„ Benfully draped to keep out the flies, the Irish people by a heartless and venomton H ................. 24,496 5,518 22,903
“In a 5-peuny calico!” she said, concenter table resigned its gay vase of stiff blunted Tory Government.Let them say PeninsularMasons.Caro 8,009 8,496 8,009
temptuously. “When are you coming in?”
boldly if the Irish have not displayedall
artificialflowers and stand of wax fruit, to
Peninsular State M„
“At noon, to dinner,”
Ithaca .................39,110 27,572 39,299
make room for two dainty work-baskets the forbearance that human nature is capaI have wed Kly'tl I woe ho much treu“It is too absurd,” she broke out, angry
People's C. O. A M. B.,
for “afternoon work,” and the periodicals ble of in their passive resistance to such
Battle Creek .......... 85,655 19,277 35,635 Cream Balm and con- bled with catarrh it tetears in her eyes, “for you to be plowing,
John took in. Over the shiny horse-hair inhuman laws as the British Government
tider myiclf cured. Jr lowly afl cried my
986
and hoeing, and milking.cows, and doing sofa and chairs pretty bits of embroidery would force them to submit to. There is Protective Life, Lansing 1,126
Provident B. A., Detroit 827
816
tuffrrcd'JQ yean from voice. One bottle of
the work of a laboring man! I thought
no law, human or divine, that compels a H.Mich. M.B., Union City 12,797 6,190 13,063 catarrh and catarrhal' Kly'i Cream Balm did
were draped, and fresh flowers were supwhen you came home from college you plied each day. Aunt Mary's caps, her nation to passively accept annihilation, Htandard Life, Marshall 26,442 5,015 23,821 headache, and hie in the work. My voice it
Union Mutual, Detroit. . 61,679 40,017 62,954
would, do something besides work on a
collars, and aprons were adjusted to suit
and if these British Tories are permitted UniversalK.AI., Detroit 13,522 3,379 13,551 the firet remedy that'fullyratored.—liF.
farm.”
affordedlotting relief. /Aepvur,A. M, Patthe new order of things, and the easiest of to heap additional wrongs on the Irish W. Union Life & A.,
“And let the farm go to ruin. That chairs stood ever ready for her rosting- people, despair will nerve the Irish to
Detroit ................176,063 110,000108,240 J). T. Jligginton,145 lor of the Olivet BapLake it , Chicayo. tist Church. Phil, Pa.
would be a poor way to pay my debts.”
active resistanceand wild retaliation. The
time.
The following table shows the financial
For 15 yean J wan For eight yean 1
“Your debts!" she said, looking astonAnd John, bringing to his task the same veiy deer turn on their pursuers when standing of the same companies as are annoyed with catarrh, have been a sufferer
ished. “Do you owe debts?"
will and brains that had carried him driven to bay, and if nothing will satisfy above reported— and the amounts of insur- severe pain in my head, from catarrh.After
“Certainly!You and I are both very throngh college, was inanguratinga new the British Governmentbut the destrucdischargesinto my wing Ely'tCreamUalm
ance they had in force January 1, 1887:
hervily in debt, Daisy. I think when Aunt
Liabili- Insurance throat and unpleatanOfor six weeks J believe
order of affairs on the farm, and made the tion of the Irish people, Ireland will
Mary took us in, poor little orphans, I her
Assets, ties, in force. breath. My tents of, myself cured. It is a
be justified before God and man iu
work pay well.
M. B., Bellenephew, you her second cousin—"
smelt wax much impair- most agreeable remedy.
Once more came a Juno day, when sellingher life at the heaviest price she American
vue ..................... *32 *350 8174,000 ed, I have overcome Josephs Stewart,
“Third* cousin,” she interrupted, “since
Daisy sat in the fields, and John stood can obtain, and in using every weapon Central Michigan Life,
these troubles with Grand avenue, BrookBroo
you are so particular! I know what you leaning against the fence beside her.
Marshall ...................30 112,030 Cream Balm —J. R lyn, N. Y.
the ingenuity of man can place within her
mean, but I am very sure that Aunt Mary
Com
1 Mutual,Detroit...1,612 ....not given
Four years of earnest,loving work had roach. I ask the justice oc freedom-loving
Case, Si Denis Motel, I was cured by Flu's
never intended us to drudge on her horrid left traces upon both young faces, en- people of America to prevent this terrible Detroit M. B., Detroit...1,244 504 1,490,000 Broadway,A’. Y.
Cream Balm; wa*
Equit&blo M. Life, Lanold farm!"
1 have hcen a great troubled with chronic
nobling them, and yet leaving to them all cousammatiou of British crime and missing ....................
111,000
“Do you know that nil the money the glad content that rewards well-doing. government. Let the condemnationof the EquitableLife, Homer..
2
50.0JO sufferer from dry ea-jeatarrh,gathering in
she saved in a life of hard work
tarrh for many yean, my head, difficultyin
400
13, :i 0
Many hours of self-denial both had met BritishGovernment'spolicy in Ireland ring Fidelity Ii A L, Detroit. 264
Industrial M B Corunna 262
581,500 Fly's Cream Balmbreathing and dis024
was spent upon our education? Do you bravely; many deprivations both had borne
every community on this continent. Loyal Life, Reading..... 7,056 9,500 4,0.1.000
cotnplelelu cured me.— charges/ rom my ears.
know that she has nothing now well. Daisy wore a black dress, and upon from
I ask the honest and fearless press of Masonic M. B., Grand
M. J. Idly, 39 HW-j-tt / Corbin. 928
but the farm, and that to take her the hat in John’s hand was a band of America to sustain the efforts of Mr. ParRapids .................48,744 5,000 5,268,000 ward at/., Boston, Matt. Chestnut SI, Phlla.
away from it would probably shorten her crape, but through a sadness in their
Michigan EquitableLife,
nell and Mr. Gladstone to inaugurate a
Lansing................433
life?”
310, .500
voices there yet rang a tone of happiness. policy of justice and libertv in opposition Michigan, M. B., Hills“She always has taken care of it her“You love me, Daisy?” John had said to to the tyranny of Lord Salisbury. 1 apdale ...................1,795 25,003
4,500,000
self."
54
801,000 is not a liould, snuff or powder. Applied into
peal most forcibly to the Irish race in Mutual Life. Mason....
her.
“Are you blind that yon cannot see how
No.thwestoru M. B. .Dethe nostrus is (pifckly absorbed, ft cleanses
“When have I not loved you?” she an- America to arouse themselves to immediate
troit ...................1,233
126,500 the head. Allays injlammation. Meals the
C01
the four years she has been alone here swered.
action. In an especial manner I address Odd Follows C. O., Flint. 17
61
9,000 tores. Restoresthe tenses of taste and smell
have aged her, how feeble she is? While
“And you will be my wife? Darling, I myself to those of our blood whom God has Old People's Life, Jack60 emit at Druggists; by mail, registered,
M cents.
we were living at ease at collegeand school have long loved you, but after Aunt Mary blessed with abundance to come forward
son ....................
999 900 845,000
ELY BROTHERS, Druggist*, Owego,N.Y
she has toiled for us until she is wearied
Old People'sM. B„ B.
was stricken down with paralysis I would and share in the burdens and sacrificesof
Harbor ................ 2,413 4,882
808,50)
out.”
not ask you to take up new duties. Now their people. No rank or power can justiPonin Masonic, Caro .............. ,763,000
“But you could send her money, if you
she needs you no longer, and yon shall fy any man in refusing to identify himself Penin. btato M. B„
were in the city in some gentlemanlyoccuIthaca ................ 700 20,250 2,05J,0j0
leave the farm whenever yon wish.”
with the race to which he belongs, and the
pation."
C. O. A M. B., B.
“Leave the farm! Oh, John, must we man who thus shirks his duty deserves the PeOp.
Creek ................. 597 9,158 '10, 000
“Perhaps so; ten or twelve years from leave it? I thought it was yours now.”
conlerajjt of his fellow men.
Pnjt’ctlve Life, Lannow. To-day I propose to work this
“So it is.”
sing ...................
28’i
69,0 0
With the fullest confidencein their
farm, and see how many bushels of com I
43,700
“And you have made it so beautiful,as never- failing fidelity to Ireland.I call Provident B. A A.. Det. 190 500
PISO’S cup r r <jr
can raise on it"
Mich. M. A., Un.
well as profitable! Oh, John, why must again upon the masses of the Irish race in Bouth
City ........
73)
2,030
564,500
He took hold of the plow handles as he we leave it?”
America to repeat the splendid generosity Htandard
0,21)
sdard Llfo.Mnrshnll
Llf
516
1,844,000
spoke, started the horses, and left her,
“Only because I thought it was your they have so often extended toward their Union Mutual, Detroit. 6,219 16,000 4,57i,CO)
her eyes full of angry tears.
297
320 not giv n
wish."
struggling brethren in Ireland. Mr. Parnell UniversalB. A I., Det,.
“He might as well have said what he
W. Un. Ufa A A. T.,
“It would break my heart to go away. I
says the immediate future will be a time of
Detroit ..... ..........26,893 10,000 19,087,530
meant," she thought, springing down and
love my home."
suffering for the Irish people. With God’s
starting for the hoase. “He thinks I
And John, taking the littlefigure into a help the time will not be long; but, long or
Hatnis villi, N. J., i
Prohibition Amendments.
ought to cook, and wash, and make butter, close embrace, wondered if any city could
October 13, 1886. |
short, no Irishmanmust perish for want of
and work like a servant-girl,when I have
Fallowing arc the amendments to be voted
produce a sweeter, daintier littlelady
lad than
Irish- American support, and no IrishB. T. Hazkltixb,
studied so hard and tried to make myself
Warren, Pa.
the one he held in his arms.
American is so poor that by self-sacrifice on by the citizens of Michigan at the coma lady, that he might not be ashamed of
Da/iv Siv
he
cannot
contribute his mite to the Irish ing election:
me."
An amendment to section 49, article4, relath •
I was taken with a very
cause. I advise the officers of the League to the liquor traffic
How to Keep the Carriage New.
And yet, in her heart, she knew that he
eevere
cold last Spring,
to make redoubled effoits to increase its
8« ctlon 49. The manufacture,gift, or sale cf
was ashamed of her, and that she deThe preservation of a carriage deand tried every cure we
membership.
Every man of Irish blood in spirituous, malt, or vinous liquors in tbo btate ;
served it Ashamed that she could sit in pends largely upon the way in which it
except for medicinal,mechanical,chemical,or
bad in the store, and coaid
her room, selfishlyengrossed in making is housed. The barn or shed should be the United States and Canada should be scientificpurposesIs prohibited,and no propenrolled in the League wherever it is posget no help.
erty
rights
m
such
spirituous,
malt,
or
vinous
pretty articlesof dress, or reading, while
airy and dry, with a moderate admission sible, and steps should be taken to reor- liquors shall be deemed to exist, exceid the
I had our Tillage doctor
ner cousin, or, as she, too, called her,
of light, otherwise the colors of paint- g mize disbanded branches and establish right to manufacture or sell for medicinal, meprescribe for me, but kept
Aunt Mary, worked in the kitchen, the
chanical, chemical,or scientificpurposesunder
ing and lining will be affected. Do not new ones. To these of our people liv- suob restrictions and regulationsas may bo
getting worse. I saw andairy, the poultry yard, from day’s dawn
ing
on
tarms
too
remote
from
each
let the vehicle bn rolled near a brick
provided by law. The Legislature shall enact
other physician from Port
till night
other to form branches of the league, I will laws with suitable penalties for the suppression
Jervis, N. Y., and he told
She was not all selfishnessand heart- wall, as the dampness of the wall will say that the Rev. Dr. O’Reilly, Detroit, of the manufacture,sale, and keeping tor sale
me be used Piso’s Cure
lessness,though there had grown a thick fade colors and destroy the varnish.
or gift of intoxicating liquors except as herein
Mich., will receive their subscriptons and
specified.
crust of both over her better nature. Her The coach house should not be confor Consumption in his
promptly acknowledgethe same in the pubAlso an amendment to section 1, article0, relideas of ladies and gentlemen depended nected with the stable or next the mapractice.
lic press. They have every opportunity, ative to the salarits of (state officers and Circuit
largely upon clothingand pursuit, and nure pit, since the ammonia fumes
I bought a bottle, and
therefore,to share in Ireland’s straggle, Judges
HkitI 'N 1. The Judges of the Circuit Courts
she had not yet quite realized how much rising from the manure will do more to
before I had taken all of
and should lose no time in sending in their shall receive an annual salary ot twenty-five
more nearly John's standard reached the crack and min varnish, and min colors name and sucti contributionsas their means
it there was a change for
hundred dollars ; tho Governor an annual saldesired point than her own.
tbe better. Then I got my
of paint and lining, than all other causes will ptrmit. In this crisis I also earnestly ary of five thoufind dollars ; the Htate TreasAs she drew near the house the sting of
ass the assi'tanceand support of the Iribh- urer an annua.k*ilaryof twcnt\ -five hundred
employer to order a quandollars ; the 8ecn.-taryof btate an annual salary
John’s words penetrated more and more pat together.
tity of the medicine and
Do not allow mud to dry on a newly American press for the Irish Land Leajpie. of tweqty-AVb hundred dollars;the Commisthrough the crast she had drawn over her
Let ns have one grand effective organiza- sioner f the Land Office an annual salary of
keep it in stock. I took
heart, until a fresh stab had met her at the varnished carriage spots and stains will
tion, with one heart and one voice pledged twenty-fixebandml dollars; the AttorneyGenone more bottle, and my
door. Looking in at the open door, she be the result if you do. Do not permit to sustain Mr. Parnell and his Irish associ- era] an annual salary of three thousand dollars
the Huperintcndent of Public lus.ructiouan
saw a white head bowed in weeping, a slight water to dry of itself on a varnished
Cough was cured.
ates with all our strength and influence in annual salary of twenty-fivehundred dollars,
Respectfully.
figure shaken by'sobs.
surface, but remove all moisture with a their efforts to recover the legislative inde- payable In tho same manner os that in which
Foake McKkltt.
Quickly through all the selfishness,selfchamois leather only, after the soft pendence of Ireland, aided by Mr. Glad- such salaries have heretofore been paid.
reproach struck at the girl’s heart, and in a
Also an amendment to Hection 6, of Article 6,
sponge has been used. Do not let the stone and the British democracy, who strive relatue
to division of tbe Btate into judicial cirmoment she was on her knees beside the
to
replace
Tory
oppression
with
the
broad
:
low chair, her arms around the weeping leather top carriages lie long unused principles of human liberty and inter- cuits
Bkciios
6. The Btate shall be dividedinto juwith the tops down, but raise occasionwoman.
dicial circuits,in each of which the electors
CURES
national justice. Yours faithfully,
"Ob, Aunt Mary, what is it? Oh, please ally, inking off the strain on the leather
thereof shall elect one Circuit' Judge, who shall
John Fitzgerald,
hold bis office for the term of six years, and
don’t cry so! Oh, what has happened?”
and net-stay by slightly casing the
President I. N. L, A.
until his saccossor is elected and qualified. Tho
S UM P T
“Why, Daisy, dear"— througn sobs that joints. Keep the moths out of cushions
Legislaturemay provide for the electionof
would not be checked at a moment's notice and linings by frequent brushing.
more than one Circuit Judge in the judicial cirStolen Sweets.
—"don’t mind me. Pm only tired, dearie- Examine the axles often; keep well
cuit in which tho city of Detroit is or may be
Brown—
Why
don’t
yon
spread
yonr
situated, and in tbe judicial circuit in which
only tired."
oiled and see that the washers are in
county of Baginaw Is or may be situated,
umbrella? < oles— Well, to tell the the
Could she have struck deeper? Tired!
and the Circuit Judge or Judges of said circuits,
good
order.
At 70, housework does not become a
truth, I’m afraid some onuiu the crowd in addition to tbe salary providedby this Conweariness! At 70, it may spem as if
will recognize it. Brown— Then why stitution,shall receive from their respective
The
boy
who
was
kept
out of school
counties such additionalsalary as may from
one ought jo rest, while young hands and
do you carry it? I oles— Afraid some timo to time be fixed and determined by tbe
active feet take up the burdens. She was for orthography said he was spellone wiU call for it while I'm out.— Xt/e. Boards ot bupervhors of said counties.
very tired, this patient, old woman, who bound.
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had to contend with and

unless

The Verdict Unanimous.

uprootedwould eventuallyendanger our
republic. It

Editor.

W. D.

had been proven almost

conclusively that this could not be done

Saturday, April

by high

1887.

2,

license, for .(faring

the

past

quarter of a century^ under this system
Rev. C. Van dbr VbRN, of Montague, the sale of liquor hall increased from two
and Democratic nominee for Regent of to twelve galldhs per capita. With this

_

Holland this alarming increase staring them

the State University, was In

week.

The Holland City New*

in the face

the only practicalrelief that could be obtained was through prohibitionand that

do was what the adoption of the amendment
more and better job printing to the square in Michigan would bring about if propinch than any other office in Ottawa counerly enforced. Tuesday night another
ty— jTimnMHtfDitpaUsh.
large audience assembled in the same
Don’t

fall to see

“Rip”

office can

md

same subject. On

ington” at the Opera House next week.

company who merit a

class

this evening

lections

liberal sup-

port

-

—

he was

this occa-

It makes no difference what is
of the Prohibitory, or the Circuit Court previous evening. He opened, by deAmendment to the ‘constitution,or how nouncing certain misstatementsmade in

much

difference of opinion there is

an anti-prohibitiondocument, written by

on

HATTERS.

and

Dealers in Fine Furnishing Goods,

Ballads, containing thirty-twopieces of
and popular music, full sheet
music size, with complete words and
music and piano accompaniment is finely
printed upon heavy paper with a very attractive cover. The following are the
titles of the songs and ballads contained
in the favorite Album:— As I’d Nothing
Else to do: The Dear Old Songs of Home;
Jfother, Watch the Little feel; Oh, you

choice

on the same subject, differed
materially
from
those presented on the
thought
sion, while

TAILORS

Bargain in Kniio.

from the prohibitionsongster.

Mr. Richmond’sarguments on

Bitters

This Favorite Album of Songs and

assisted by the Oberlin Quartette with se-

first-

recommend Electric

as the very best remedy. Every bottle
sold has given relief in ever case. One
man took six bottles and was cured of
rheumatism of 10 years standing.” Abraham Hare, druggist Bellville, Ohio, affirms: “The best selling medicine I have
ever handled in my 20 years experience, is
Electric Bitters.”Thousands of others
have added their testimony so that the
verdict is unanimous that Electric Bitters
do cure all diseases of the liver, kidneys
or blood. Only a half dollar a bottle at
Yates ft Kane, Holland,and A. De Erulf,
Zeeland.

place to listen to the same speaker on the

"Mra.Part-

These plays will be produced by a

Suit, druggist, Bippus, Ind., tes-

tifies: "I can

pretty Blue-eyed Witch; Bine Eyes;
Rev. Mr. timitb, D. D., regarding the en- Katy’s Letter; The Passing Bell; I Saw
these subjects,but there should be but one
forcement of the law in Maine, and Esau Kissing Kate; Won’t You tell Me
opinion, or one view, on the amendment
Why, Robin; The Old Garden Gate;
which provides for giving the State offi- branded them as falsehoods, and said that Down Below the Waving Lindens; Faded
cers salariesmore befitting to the dignity many other misleading documents were Leaves; All Among the Summer Roses;
and responsibilitiesof those offices. Mich- being circulated through the state by the Touch the Harp Gently, My pretty Louise;
saloon element. We are unable to give I really don’t think I shall Marry; Dreamigan is one of the richeststatesinthe Union
ing of Home; The old Cottage Clock;
and is paying the smallestsalaries to space to but a very small proportion of Across the Sea; A Year Ago; Bachelor’s
what Mr. Richmond had to say. All who Hall; Ruth and I; Good Night; One
officers of any of the great commonwealths
were fortunateenough in being present Happy Year Ago; Jennie in the Orchard;
which compose this nation— with a big
The Old Barn Gate; Jack’s Farewell;
N. Let all the readers of the News see on both evenings openly pronounce it one Fully; Whisper in the Twilight. This is
I of the most convincing appeals that has
that their ballotsread “Yes” on the salary
a very fine collectionof real vocal gems,
yet been made in Holland in the interest and gotten up in very handsome style
amendment.
of the amendment.
Publishedin the usual way and bought at
a music store, these 32 pieces would cost
Protect the Pish.
Fbr the Holland City Hews.
you $11.20. We bought a job lot of this
Prohibition.
music at a^ra* Mcn'/foj and as the holiFishing with nets has been carried on
days are past, we desire to close out our
We lake this opportunity to accept the stock at once. Will send vou the entire
in Macatawa Bay all winter in violation
of the law and fish have been and still courtesy of the News to say a few words collection well wrapped and postpaid for
continue to be peddled upon our streets In favor of the prohibitionamendment only 40 cents, tknd immediately.Address
THE EMPIRE NEWS CO.,
contrary to the city ordinances. No steps and give our reasons therefor.
Syracuse, N. Y
---------First.— Statistics and figures show, behave been taken either by the state or

Have moved

iEf

their stock one door east

full line of

and have opened up a
at all prices,

and m the latest styles. *

Furnishing Goods of every Description.
Full Stock'of Cloths and Cassimeres, for Fine
Tailoring trade.
THE FINEST

Boots and Shoes
AT

-

E. HEOOLD'S

2-13t.

yond controversy, that

local authorities to prevent it. Within
the past

week

pickerel, bass,

and

a

portion of crime and criminals in

other

this

epecies of the finny tribe, filled with eggs country, are the immediate result of the

this practice continues

how long

will it be before the fish inhabitingthe

waters in this vicinity will become extinct,

and Macatawa Bay, one

of the

moot

favorite resorts in Michigan for followers

of the piscatorialart, be deserted?

Im

mediate and decisive action seems imperative. The

state

now

has a law which, if

game good and

sufficient protection. This

tion, should

embrace

this favorable oppor-

tunity to vote for so good

a measure as

it

J. A.
E. J.

Ter Vree,
Harrington,

Will

Z. Bangs,

Jacob Kcite,

tion of the saloon-keeper.The business Board of Registrationof the City of Holland.
Governor Luce, manifests a disposition to somehow lies acquired a reputationthat
Dated: Holland, Mich., March 1st,
7-3t.
perform to the best of his ability the is odious, disgraceful,and criminal, and A. D.

appointed game warden of the state by

1887.

this opinion

has not as are In any way connected with that inyet appointedhis deputy wardens in this dustry, to the position of those engaged
county but we hope that when he does so in a decent respectable and worthy occu-

man

in the right place.

he will select good active
deputy wardens are under

endowed with

men. These
the new law

IS

that the traffic is the cradle of infamy

;

can ing and sorrow; and a promoter of vildo good service. The sooner they go at lainy, of poverty,want, disgrace and
it the better it will be for there is no death; and that the highest recommend

be well

for the Holland

Fishermen's Association, which was organized a few years ago and which

is

cent boys and honest men into drunkards,
liars, thieves

homes

in existence, to take some action.

MR

when It represents
and characterof an individual
realitymakes it the more impres-

tlfe life

and

Its

announcementHon. Eusive.
gene Clapp, of Boston, was to have
According

to

It is

Opera House

last

Monday night, but

cused. They

for
relief

to be here.

of the land,

Chairman Dickie, of

the state

committee telegraphed,however, to hold
the audienceas he

would

substitute Hon.

In
as-

sembled

in the hall

at 8:55 p.

in

and

all that is

bility of the hour

and the

is

right that their complaint should be heard

and proper amends made

for

curse. Mr. Richmond took

the

platform shortly after nine o’clock and
stated in opening that insomuch as he

had concluded to remain over for Tuesday night he would only detain the audifor a very short

time. He, however,

commended their closest attentionfor
ever im hour by his forcible and logical

arguments.No time was taken lip by
him In the use

I

SEEN PERLEY PCORE
Illustratingtho Wit, Hnmor, and Eccentricitiesof

demonstrateto the audience,
in the most clear and concise way, that li-

have a vaguo

to a certain extent they are ornamental.

This would bo the most reasonable view
of the case, if reason could be in any

considered, but for our

A

and keep constantly on hand

CASKETS, COFFINS, ETC.
Good Horses and Carriages of all kinds and a
can be obtained at

first-class Hearse for funerals
my place of business.

MACKINAW SHOET LINE."

Attentionand courteonstreatmentcan be reupon.
Thankful for past favors I ask a continuance
of
J. H. NIBBELINK.
Holland, Mich., January20, 1887.
lied

same.

Only Direct Konte to Marquette and the Iron and
Copper Regions of the Upper I’euineula
of

Two

SMOKE

Michigan.

TlirouEli Trains each

wav

daily

mate

cc

close connections in Onion Depots

for Sale.
H.

UNDERTAKING

Won

'• Il'l

also

have added to my business that of

richly

illustrated treat of Inner society Eistory, from “jo
olden time” to the wedding of Cleveland.
derfully Popular Agents report rapid
sales- Address for circular and terms,
MILLS, Tecnmseh, Mich. Mt

“THE

Show Cases and Safe

QQ

,iu,’

AGENTS WANTED to ssll "REMINISCENSES''
of Co YEARS in th« NATIONAL METROPOLIS.

must be sold.

Improve the Opportunity.

flfl

Lmifc

Hardware Merchants.

weeks longer as these goods

at all Poinls,

WYKHUYSEN.

Holland, Mich.. March 31, 1887.

The territorytraversed is famous for

its

HAVANA FILLED

9 4t.

Unexcelled Hunting and Fishing.
Tickets for sale at all points via this rente
For Maps, Folders, Kates and Information, address
E. W. ALLEN,
Geu’l Puss. & Ticket Agt, Marquette, Mich.
.

3

X

Weelsjs

POLICE GAZETTE

The
will bcm*l!cdd
focurcly wrapped, to any uddrei'B In the Unite*
States for three months on receipt of

ONE DOLLAR.

dea that in towns and villages and cities

Liberal discount allowed to postmasters, agents
and clubs. Sample copies mailed free.
Addressall orders to

RICHARD

way

own part we

K.

J.

Price 5 Cents.

ALBERTI, UNDERTAKER,
EIGHTH STREET, HOLLAND, MICH.

FOX,

Franklin S uare N Y.

would ns soon think of ornamenting our

sleeping apartments, with

Scorpions,

centipedes,tarantulars, cobras, and

oi stale figuresor picturing

the horrors that result from intemperance,j

He aimed

also a plea of the business virtues of their
nstitutlons,and perhaps

STABLE,

KANTERS & SONS.

This offer will be open for only a few

any injustice

1886.

Liver;, Sale, and Peed

fltli

and while waiting for

by which the state could rid itself of the

ence

R.

opportunity.

any one has been unjustly accused it

20,

make the most con- J. H. mtteliuk,

kind and con-

done. But we admire defence that is
Mr. Richmond short addresses in favor of
consistent in its nature, not such as the
the amendment were made by Dr. Scott,
rumseller usually offers, when in pleading
T. J. Boggs, Isaac Fairbanks, I. H.
their Innocence they tell us that they
Lamoreux, G. Van Schelven, Rev. Mr.
never sell to a person that is intoxicated,
Jordan and others. They all declared
and that as soon as it becomes evident
themselves as earnest supporters of the
that a person is becomine so they always
amendment as the only practicablemeans
kick him out into the street. They have
liquor

SPECTACLES, ETC.

bold

nature impresses us with the responsi-

If

m.

who would arrive hero

among us

siderate,sympatheticand humane, in our

T. C. Richmond, of Madison, Wisconsin,

the meantime a large audience had

stand out

ac-

EIGHTH STREET.
E. HEROLD.

We guarantee them

noted celebrities-

throughout the length and breadth

some unaccountablereason he was unable

and Plated Ware,

unnecessaryto search for an

imaginary characterto representthe

addressedthe citizens of Holland in the

Watches, Jewelry,
Silver

46,

Holland. Mich., Oct.

General

and plenty and affluence.

This is a sad picture

Appeal for the Amendment.

NO.

PATENT TOPS

BARGAINS

and murderers; and bring-

of peace,

Repairing; promptly and
neatly done.

perfectly.

misery and poverty, and ruin Into the

still ing

SHOE

BROS.’

Proprietor of Ninth Street]

eason of the year when onr fish require that a saloon-keeper can present for pubmore protection than at the present time. lic patronage is the conversion of innoit not

GRAY

the

all the necessary power school of depravity ; a reservoir of suffer-

SHOE

CHANCE trary chimney work

pation; some people going so far as to say

and' authority and if so disposed they

Would

try one of these

to

NOW

ai

for Ladies. Call and see them.

^drerti^nwtttsJ.

He

Prices.

in the city, always on baud.

SMOKY CHIMNEY

has become so strongly im-

and we think that if given the support of pressed upon the public that nothing but
the people he will prove to be the right the amendment, can elevate those who

you have a

-

I have the Celebrated

De Merell,
John Kramer,
B. Hteketeb,
Daniel Bertsch,

is

duties required of him under this law

If

AT

Honest

BEST

R. N.

to the personal interestof the amendment.
Our second reason for voting for the
every citizen of Holland to see that it is
done. Mr. William Alden Smith, recently amendment, has for its object the salvatreme and

-

of Intoxicating drinks;

enforced, will afford not only fish but also of taxation, and save the rising genera-

law ought to be applied to the utmost ex-

Honest Goods

Notice is hereby given that the Board
of Registration of the City of Holland,

will meet at the followingplaces in sail
and it follows City, on Saturday, the 2nd day of April,
as a consequencethat all the burden and A. D. 1887, between the hours of 8 o’clock
expense which result from the necessary a. m.t and 8 o’clock p. in., for the pur
pose of completing the list of Qualified
trials, and the care and security of the
voters of the several wards in Bald city,
criminals, falls upon the tax-payers of the in the 1st Ward at the Common Council
country; therefore the tax payer and the Rooms; in the 2nd Ward at the new Engine House on Eighth street, west; in the
philanthropist who desire to lessen the
3rd Ward at the store of Boot & Kramer;
amount of crime and lessen the number in the 4th Ward at the residence of Daniel
of drunkards,and make less the burden Bertsch.

and about to spawn, have been disposed use

of. If

RegistrationNotice.

very large pro-

Kinds of rattle snakes, or

make

all

our bed

with the monsters of the deep as to think

to

Are You Nervous?
Or, do yon suffer from ludescribablo feelings,
both mental and physical? Have you overworked,
or from other cause, become debilitated.

Do you

moment of recommendinga saloon lack ambition,strengthand vitality from any
to ornament any place or branch of cause? If so afflicted, or If you are troubledwith
quor sellingwas a crime and should be
human industry. During our life of three dWease of any nature,send a self-addressed
dealt with just the same as murder, arson,
stamped envelope, with descriptionof case, for full
ecorc years we have been unable to disinformationconcerningProf. Curtis’ “10Z0NE
theft, and other like offences.It was not
the intention of the

amendment to

inter-

fere in the least with the libertiesof the
people, but to the contrary, to elevate
their social and

moral surroundingsand
promote the belter welfare of the coming
generations. The American saloon of today was one of the worst evils that the

for a

cover a single reason in favor of using al-

TREATMENT.”It

cohol in any form outside of the trade

the press, the medical professlou and all intelligent

and

persons who have investigated Its merits. A $5
Treatment deliveredfree to one person in every

as a

temporary stimuiautthat might

not be substituted or rejected altogether,

town.

is endorsed by the clergy,

Give both express and postofflee address,

a physician’s certificateattached notwith-

and enclose 50 cents to cover charges, boxing and

standing.

delivering.In ordering ask for Trostment “B.”

Charles L. Waffle.
Ottawa Station, Mich., March 24, ’87.

Address

Y.

Curtis loione Co., Wietlng

Block. Syracuse, N.

5-4

mo*.

Will take charge of and manage Funerals, will furnish Heanie, Hack and Oarrisgcs;also keeps
hand a large and very fine lot of Casket* snd Coffins.Embalming and preserving of corpses
skillfully performed. Funerals in the country will be promptlyattendedto at the
same rate as those In the city,

BUE.IAL SHR-OUmS.

.A.X1I* |

SIZES.

no fire kindler. This wesk he has less money and
a fire kindler. It

B. Bacon.

Is

said he fell in the toils of

J

.

Homo one ask hlmf Hejastsssoon

explain as not, littlerather.

802 8. 2d. St., San Jose,

Mb.

Editor :->Do

Physicians, lawyers, and businessmen
in their endorsement of pervisor, Henry Ssnl; Clerk, Peter Northonse;
Salvation Oil. It cures the worst cases of Treasurer, Walter Phillips; Highway Commlssloner. M. Keggers; School Inspector, A. M.
rheumatism. 25 cents.
She sat on the plano-atoolwith her Cole; Justice of the Peace, (fall term), A. Northands tightly clasped, looklof^tragic and honse; Constables, Solomon Priest,0. Zlllerman,
miserable—she could not sing a note. I Jacob Dependre. Fred. Vos. The lucky ticket
gently suggestedDr. Bull’s Cough Syrup. will be nominated in Johnaville Friday st2 p. m.
Rev. Rible, of Ventors, assisted by Rev. N. L.
The next day she was singing and trilling
Brockway,
are bolding a revival here. We underlike the first birds in the spring. Sensible
stand one or two have seen the error of their ways
and have gone into the flock and ‘‘Still There’*
More to Follow." Of course "Andrew" and "H.
A." will expect an exact and strictly correctreport
ofthe meetings, but we can't do It, we acknowlOttawa Statlotu
edge our utter inabilityto grapplewith it. We
The "March Hon" la promptlyon hand to con- started to do so, bat aa soon as one young man
duct weather matterspertaining to the close of popped np2snd Insistedthat! had been s very
the month . Bat aa nothing baa been heard of the btd^young’man Inlthel/Ww*,^we thought with
"lamb" of laU, it la presumed to be dead.
the late Henry WardlBcecher,
"If the Lord did not
The weather for some time past has been better want ns to smile why does he make so many
adapted to making maple angar, than for the good funny things to laugh at.’’ NeverthelessMessrs.
of the coming wheat crop, which seeme already Rible and Brockway are laboring earnestly, and
to have sufferedto a considerable extent by the
with apparent success In the near future.
protrseted open and freeslng weather that we have
"Too Bottom."
(nnlncky) candidateswore nominated: For Su-

you have March

enjoying sunshine and flowers. It’s

are

so warm that except in the evening and
morning, wraps are not necessary, and
the streets are so dusty that they have to
be sprinkled. I forgot to tell you in
last letter,

my

that Prof. Holden, President

of the State University, and Director of
the Lick Observatory,told us

one of

in

it. Pve been thinking that if such is the

which has

puzzled the

brain of mankind ever since the days of

Mother Goose, about the habitat of the

“Man

Commisaion Merchant.

D0?hn?;«A.
Freih ind 8tU Meats, and
IF choice steaks always
on hand. River street.

nn
XV

Moon" will be settledto our
satisfaction.For my part I’ve been
anxious to know why he always looks at
in the

towns In the San Jonquin

wonderful one. Not long since

is a

from

talking with a gentleman

who has

was

I

Amer-

traveled extensively over

and Europe, and he said Los Angeles

ica,

was the most wonderful city he ever was

in. He

reached there the last of January

via the

and found the flowers in

S. P.

bloom, the orange trees loaded with

fruits

and flowers, bananas and dates growing,

and the weather

like

summer.

I've no

L. A 8. A CO., Mlilinerv
and Fancy Goods. The nldnat mininarw

estabUshmentin the city. Cor. Eighth and

; a
WAfSl1B,i?ckBnf 5^2roWl,Un<
^ k f **** •PPertalnlngg to the bbna side on short notice. Eighth
a
irttt.t^ruk"oot

(nee*.

f

YA8SkAalwaAT?(Y;iJ,,QlK8•,nd
and River

JtSluJ

nd ““P1*1*. «>' Eighth

Pry Seeds and

Grooeriei.

Physicians.

WEI&„.u6h&lhico.£‘Z,:c!*tS
Saloons.

WEChMD

t

cish'

J:* p^0Pr!?l0l of the "Rose Bud Saloon"
and dealer In liquorsand cigars. River street.

SJ
Eighth

cor.

TTUNT

R. A., dealer In Wines, Liquors,and

ca^of^ilalL ,n Plr8t Ward-

and

Second Hand Store.

proPr.letor<>f
the Phoenix

R0!?lAN’Av

snow. Yet

peak

after peak, rears its hoary head,

snow,

the

You are never out of
or winter. On the

sight of

it,

and

more.

summer

eastern side of the

ous is the descent on the western side.

When you are half way down the snow
has disappeared and the grass is green.

’

«

When you’ve-reachedthe level the flowBlock, Syracuse, N.Y.
5-4mos.
ers are in bloom and you begin to throw woman. The newa spread rapidly,and in a abort
time the whole neighborhood and adjoining
off extra wraps and you ore in summer
co untry was aroused and engaged In the search
iUwhfts.
and sunshine. To one coming from the which contlnned with fruitless endeavor until
east and out of the cold and snow, the darkness prevented fartherprogress. Search was
Produce, Etc.
change impresses you with the idea of resumed again early the next morning aud the
body was found about noon on Friday, a short die
(WHOLXSALX.)
fairy land and genie, the Arabian Nights,
[Corrected every Friday by K. J. Farrington.)
tance above what la known aa the Willea’ bridge
and all the rest of it. The extravaganza where it had lodged against an obstruction in the
Beans, 75 to $1.00; Butter, 10 cts;

J

change

at, for the

is so

wondered

stream, and abont forty rods below where the in-

S5gU>

mit and then descends from the other

down when
was

road ctmws iUdf. It

at,

the

throat,

way

or near the

the blood marks found

for

West

curred a few years since. The cars unWallace
the

Olive.

Corner River aud Eighth

Ohiowo and West Michigan Bailway.

Taking Effect Sunday, November 14, 1888.

from Holland to ninnAnn
Ni’t
TOWNS.

Mall Exp. Exp. Mix.

20 1 15 18 10 4 45
37 2 05 1 28 8 05
Bangor ............ II 57
8 17 1 47 020
Benton Harbor....!! 1 25 800 8 10
1800
New Buffalo .......... 2 25 4 00
4 45 800
Chicago ............. 5 15 6 40
•7 45

Thompson Intends visitingGrand

„ .

v

BITAIL.

Hotels.

Rot/

apportioned

Rate.

rSZ^j

“

'

A "el>

era, ^
N’S
^
HAlind

CUrsS'a

«E,et; iX.

FROM GRAND

HoU

'>r°Prie“f of

found

in the

canyons,tall as

a

I

judge from the

News

Airs. W. Marble and daughter Mattie, returned
on Monday from a three week’a visit at Ionia.
John 8. Bedell lost one of his oxen last Saturday

that Holland

is booming too, I always liked living which leaves him in bad shape for his spring work.
there, tho’ it is “quite some” dutch, and I
We thought we saw "Free Lance’’ pass through
get a streak of homesickness once in here last Saturday evening, but must bo mistaken

F^nnri
•urer

iwrtatj}.

the

second winter has

winter, as well as thro’ the heat

Attorneys and Justices.

lyEKEMA G.J., Attorney at Law.

i'

passed.

*‘ii.

o70K„!.tk,lH,vlb

A1*0

Holland ......
10 16' 8 05
Orand Haven
10 53 8 48j
Ferrysbnrg
...... 1057 8 47
Muskegon
ogon .. 8rd street 11 25 4 16

Mnskcgon. 3rd street
Ferrysburg.

TTOLLAND CITY BREWERY, A

Self Pro.

Holland ......

of

the suicide of Mrs. Bajema which will be found

In the Ottawa Station items which arrived before

has been "doing” them so extensively

this

J

account.—Ed

that all the shake of the. earth was de-

W.

E. Harris has taken to

him

would bo there, than here, for they are
light of.

I think one of

devoted to
Like Romo
seven of

make

rap

my

letters will

a description of
its

have

to be

San Francisco.

Dr. Bishop is sick with rheumatism.

HOLLAND MANl'PAOTORmu COMPANY,
MIU.,T;nk.,ere?.r';peXr

^

of the streets are So

He has

every Saturday night all winter

and

a

.

Mr. Wade Brockway had the misfortune to cut

a

.of

XTAN DOMMELBN, P., wholesale and relull
iviui , ucisicr in
v, J Hl!cr
and sweet cakes, and brick. River street.
Eighth street, near River.

RAUMGARTEL, W„
ntU'nded

to0^

Tonsorlal Parlors Eighth

SlrCel9’ Ha*r dre88luKpromptly

Boots and Shoes.

THE
is

>

a.m. p.m. a.m.
9 05 5
9 37 5
9 471 5
10 05 5

Hamilton....
Fillmore......
Holland .....

C A

VAN

DUREN

Eighth street

A

BROS., dealers in Boots and
>

aBeortmenl alwaJ8 °o band.

O

.o
VA

|V

sk

00 1 1 25
32 1-2 15
40 12 30
55 12 57

1

.

Hi? by Cen,ral Standardtime.

°

P°,n,B ° the Uo,tc<1 6tat‘,'“»><

W. A. OAVETT, Ass. Gen. Pass. Act

CARPENTER.Traffic Manager. *
E- O. CHURCHILL Station Agent.

^OfictlCS.

Bnllqings. Office

L
XA

,?s,od

.W"

F. So A. M.
Communicationof Unity Lodok
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RuiMor an,I Designer of

ClfvUBtHt^Tr.h°P propri«l°rsof Holland

17 uul'jbBceinber 87th’.

^

-Bu'v.

O. Bhitiuit,

y&BfflfaS! -"art

his profession.

Clothing.
Hnb Baker and Mr. Crawford, two Knights of
T>08MAN, J. W., Merchant Tailor, keeps the
the "Grip," were In-town Wednesday taking order*. Last week Mr. Baker had some money bat ciothinjfm cl ty00 El °hthrtrwt aDd Rcady'made

?

UPON & BERTSOH LEATHER CO^

(JPRIETSMA S.,

manufacturerof and dealer In
Boots and Sboee. The oldest Boot and Shoe
Honse in the city. Eighth street.

ill

Canada

timers of Hemlock blanghtcr Sole Ilarnrm.’
Urain, Calf ami Kip. Office, 0™„d lUpl". '

one of his fingersoff in a catting box add has had

of

watches the

1105

Mix

_

tJL’raX^ur"

as he

05

4

Allegan .....

W. A.

Bank.
y-AN nER VES, J H. Manufacture,th. beat
Mr. Wm . Monty, who for years has been in the
look out through the nursery and fruit business, is engaged In trimTTOLLAND CITY BANK, foreignand domestic
mw' sm°k”
Golden Gale from almost any of the em- ming up our farmer’s orchards, and is giving uni- XX exchange bought and sold. Collections
promptlyattended to. Eighth street.
versal satisfaction. His work shows him master
inences.

fancy all sorts of things

,

r

XEnKnHERf
X all kinds of

You can

great steamers coming from China, Japan

330

... 10 10
10 25
10 88

FROM ALLEGAN TO HOLLAND.

,

there except on a few streets, on the water

person who has any imaginationcan

a.m

05

8

820

..

Allegan....

T
Lumber, Lath, Shingles, and Brick. Sixth street

bat at last account! it is better.

A

1

10 4

p m.

great many

interestingquestions have been debated

steep that you go straight up., Tho cable- considerabletrouble In its healing. It was
thought one time that the hand would have to go,
car is the only kind that could be used

front.

10

10 4i
11 8

Bakeries.

been qnito 111 alf winter with this trouble.

built upon hills, more than

them. Some

t?-’ ,Prac,icalMachlf>lst,Mill and

s“n&tSRIv;r.'1''Cl”lt,'8I‘0|

The "Lyceum’ ’ has been postponed for three
weeks. It has been drawing a crowded bonse

them.

1 60 12 10 7 55 8 50
2 15 12 82 8 17 017
2 20 1 285 820 022
300 1 10 8 55 1 005

P,m
Holland ......
Fillmore. ...

Hamilton.

Barbers.
a wife, and the

Charleston, but I’d rather the earthquake happy bride is Miss Mary Scott.

so

IIGCCAND yRYSTAL CREAMERY., Noller

HUK?n

Johnsville.

spot. Well I’m sorry for

rather frightful, notwithstandingwc

p.m. p.m p.m. a.m. p.tm

FROM HOLLAND TO ALLEGAN.

x."

earthquake in months, I think Charleston

that

5 55
« 17

FROM HOLLAND TO MP8KEQON.
a m . p.m.

\Vaj?or!and CarriageMannfac-

Collections

[The correspondent here detail's the particulars

of the first summer. Wo haven’t had an

terminedto

05

suspended operationson farm work nntll tho

takes all one’s vitality, to gel thro’

first

10

55

p.m.

Those of our citizens who doned their spring
again, After living in California one be- garmentsand commenced their spring work have
comes so sensitive to the cold, that I’m again resamed the wearing of winter clothes and
told- it

P’gt.

045 5 45 11 00 800
RAPIDS TO HOLLAND.
8

Grand Haven

as he did not call.

awhile, and fancy I’d like to go back

Exp Exp. Exp.

p.m. p.m. i.m. a.m. p. m.

FROM MUSKEGON TO HOLLAND.

consins, Mrs. Irish and Mr. J. B. Avery.

so fine and feathery looking.

m. p.m. a.m. p.m.

‘”11 s‘le

Manufactories,MiUs, Shops, Eto.

Wilson Sherman, of Grand Ledge, is visiting his

man, and

5 55 0 10
6 10 12 10 445
700 1 25 760
7 55 850 11 10
807 8 18 18 25
9 00 485 8 06

—BOM HOLLAND TO GRAND RAPIDS

Holland ...........
Zeeland ..........
Grand Rapids....

livery and Sale Stables.

An Inlant child of G. Hyde is suffering from

ferns, as are

11

p

he has not seen for seven years, shortly.

such wonderful

.....

Chicago ............. 900
New Buffalo.;...... 11 35
Benton Harbor ....... 12 30
Bangor ..... .......... 1 45
Orand Junction ...... 2 05
Holland ..........
8 05

c'“‘

Abe Anyi accompanies Frank Marsac on his
as startling one. I think I have a “craze” hunting trip n Kentucky.
on mountains. They are now covered Air. T. Keppel, of Holland, was here lust Satwith wild flowers, the Californiapoppy urday looking after his wood Interests.
Wm. Emery goes East to visit his parents, whom
gives them the appearance of “cloth of
gold," and

10

...

sore throat and malaria.

ride over the mountain is a grand as well

a.m. p.m ptm. a.m.

Holland ..........

Grand Junction

KSEKaasSii-"

^jKs*

~

a.m. p.m. ptm. a.m.

ron ware-

day with friends here.

the

fait gtoafc,

FROM CHICAGO TO HOLLAND.

VSceu

Miss Martha Black, of Grand Rapids, spent Sun-

nearly all the passengers. Notwithstand-

d#iJer •n lumber, lath, shingles,

p.m. p.m. a.m. p.m.

6005

Brain, Feed, Etc.
(WHOLBSALI.)
[Corrected every FYiday by W. H .Usoch.)
Bnckwheat, 40c; Bran, V 100 lbs.. 80c- Hm-i«v
£ CS90f2?’ U|overtlt)ed,» bu.$8.50; Corn Me2
V cwt, 85c; Corn, shelled, new as$4.30; Fine Corn Meal, V 100 lbs., $1 40-’Feed »
ton AIS-OO; Hay, $9.0ur Middllnif.
Wc, Oats, 30 cts.; Pearl Barley, $ too lbs. $8 OO*
&e.’ R^’L^othy seed, $2.00* Wheat,
ear,’ Me. a,t*‘ 74c* LancasterRed, 76c Corn

Rapids next week.

mountain,turning and overturning, killing

it,

there. "Andbiw."

iac;

.

Jumping into the water, and the cut found upon
rail- the wrist was done at the barn, which accounts

coupled and went dashing down

K^’.L’

Mall.

nearly severing the windpipe, was done after

crossing, where that terrible disaster oc

ing all the dangers connected with

y’

Apples, 70c; Beans. $U5« Butter 18c: Bms
13c. Honejr, 14c; Onions, 75c ; Potatoes, 50c K '

The

about half way

*

BBT AIL.

railroad goes up the traces of blood near the water, nor of the razor has
mountain spirally, till it reaches the sum- been found, it la presumed that tho cutting of the

till

4oi. ’

dicationslead to the river, this being about a half,

marvelous.

mile distant from the barn already alluded to.
You’ve no doubt read of the Tehachipe Parties had searched this part of the stream and
mountain loupl That is a marvel of engi- vicinitythe day before without success. As no
neering skill.

Miioellansoui.

d

K™t!a£

strikes you as marvel

of the tourist, is not at all to be

w^aairisas-sa'sa

ty

Sierras you climb up into cloud-land and

snow-land.What

food elements as are fonnd in corn.

CATARRH CURED.

canyons and its snow,

a hundred feet deep and

and altogether disappearin a

.

it

you look down

extent the same,

Furniture.
this trouble of mind np to the day of her sad death
Thursday forenoon she busied herself as usual
with her household dnttes, until after eleven
o’clock,even going so far as to prepareand arrange her husband's dinner,who at the time was at
Prof. Curtis haa ^thoroughlydemonstrated by
Flour Mills.
work in the woods with a neighbor a short dish|s_ great _dl8coveryof; "IQZONE.’’ that this
tance from home. She left the house telling her
dreadful dlseMecanbe quickly and”perma£enti> C^fwtJirS^Parire^n®/’
propi,etor, manuHtUe girl of seven to take care of the younger
d Bevera! other brands
cared . It makes no differenceIf the'ease ImlTbe- of flrst-cluss floor. U
children while she went to the barn to give some
come chronic,orj medicines have failed 'the
water to the stock that was being stabled there.
Not returning in a reasonabletime, the little "IOZONE TREATMENT,"will cure it every time.
It i* neither drwji nor sm^T. and should not be
girl went In search of her, bat not finding her
classed with po/«nf nostrums. To Introdnce this
went to a neighbor near by and gave the alarm.
___
Hardware.
new treatment on its merits, we will deliver,
The fatherand husband returned about this time
charges prepaid, one regular $5 Treatmentfree to
and Joined with others and engaged in a search.
any catarrh sufferer in the United States, who
Part of the scabbard of a razor, and traces of
^o- 52 Eighth street!
Dg8 a Bpec|alty.
sends us at once both express and postoffleo
blood wore found in the barn, but nothing further
address, and 50 cents' to cover charges, boxing and
as a trace could be detected in or about the barn
delivery.In ordering ask for Treatment’^/' V^es^Pain0,; ‘uil" 'n j0116",1
or auywhcro In the vicinity to Indicate in any
street, opp. p()el oflice.0’
’ etc-’ E,Khth
Address
Curti* loxone Co , Wletlng
manner the direction taken by the missing

seems to me one don’t
really know what snow is, till he gets In
sight of the mountains.They are so vast
and so white, and then, when you are
crossing them, far as the eye can reach

'

Watchei and Jewelry.

few days, and there was no further indication for

country may be covered with

B.. proprietor of Second Hand

Eighth s^iet dMl°r 10 8l0vei’ Tlnw»">. «‘C.

Sorghum-seed furnishes to a limited
or nearly the same,

persuasion and otherw Ise this state of feeling

the Rockies at Denver, Col., seemed to wear off

tho' the

thrco doors

Fire and Life Imuranoe.

her belief that she would be forever lost. But by

in sight of

CedZ

Photographer!.

ago In referenceto her future welfare, expressing

Coming across the Continent, you come

Fish. “

near

AN DEN BERQE

»

doubt it did seem wonderful,for I’m told effect that deceased had manifested a melancholly Croup, Whooping Cough and Bronchitis Imthat nowhere in the world can such a and despondentconditionof mind a few weeks mediately relievedby Hhlloh’a Cure.
climate be found, except Palestine.

street,

Millinery.

"17

these remedies, thereby giving one fifth street.
more medicine In the 75 cent size. The
August Flower for Dyspepsia and Liver
Complaint, and the German Syrtip for and River streets troclarJr,u c,ty,
Cough and Lung troubles, have perhaps,
the largestsale of any medicines in the
world. The advantage of increasedsize
of the bottles will be greatly appreciated
by the sick and afflicted,in every town
and village in civilizedcountries. Sample
bottleslor 10 cents remain the same size.

Mrs. Augo Bajema, livingone and onc-half miles
west of Olivo Center, committed suicide last
Thursday,March 24, by cutting her throat with a
razor and jumping into the Pigeon River. Servlcea were held over the remains of_the deceased
at her home at ten o’clock Monday a~m., by the
Rev. J. P. Do Jong, pastor of the North' Holland
church, who delivered hla discourse in iboth’the
Holland and English languages.Mrs. Bajema wa*
twenty-eight years of age ,and leaves a family of
three small children,the oldest of which is seven,
Shiloh’s VltallzerIs what yon need for Constiand the youngestone and one-half years of age.
pation, loss of Appetite, Dizziness, and all sympThe circumstancesconnected with this melan- toms of Dyspepsia . Price 10 and 75 cents per botcholly affair, as developed by the Inqnest.sre to the tle. For sale by Yates & Kane.

the East,

hand. Eighth

on

First

Dhotca meata always

had of late.

severalyears.

Valley, or as Los Angeles, tho* that city

4 VAN D*R VEER,

E.U5EN

CE?Kr.RD08m,!-Kr'“™4“*»«*

Wehavejaatbadanother occasion to enrao the
Free Trade
us so kind of sideways, possibly because saloon bnalneaa and the llqnor traffic In oar mild
The redaction of internal revenue and
way, and renew oar prayers for the success of the
he looks down upon us.
the taking off of revenue stamps from
prohibitionamendment at the coming election.
The "boom" still booms, and Santa 4 Mra. (Luther Patlengell,of Holland, was_bnrled Proprietary Medicines, no doubt has
largely beneflttedthe consumers,as well
Clara Valley land is increasing in value, In Olive Cemetry last Sunday.^ Fnneralaervlcea as relieving the burden of home manuand eastern people are flocking in, so the were held at Moees Burton’sand^werTcon'dacted factures.Especially is this the case with
papers say, remarkably fast. There is by Mr. BaldwinHeadly, of this place. The parents Green's August FUmer and Boschee's Gerof the deceased, who were among the early settlers man Syrup, as the reduction of thirty-six
one thing in favor of this city above many of the township are also burled In this cemetery.
cents per dozen, has been added lo inothers, and that is its climate, it does’nt Mrs. Patlengell was formerly a resident here for crease the size of the bottles containing
get so hot as

tnfl N**11 detl«r 1“ frMb,
and smoked meats. No,88 Eighth 8t.

ealt

VASr

Drag* And Medicines.

OUT AROUND.

on Astronomy at the State
Institute, that the moon would be brought
to within a hundred miles of the earth,
when the great telescope gets a squint at
his lectures

fact, the question

Meat Markets.

are enthusiastic

there in Holland? We

down

blizzards

Bnildlag Work done. Eighth street.

At a caucus held at the Town Hall the following

March 18th, 1887.

Merchant Tailors.

RUUSSE

BROS., MerchantTailors.

^

J°bD'“

-

^

^

A'nrKTLIr'WM'
—

Knights of labor.
H?7n??ir/o?l,?,nbl7kN?'
8’7ie’of Holland City
meet in Odd Fellows’ Hail every week. AH com
mnnlcallonsshould be addressed to
IIabnont Lock Box.
Holland, Mich

__

__

K. 0. T. M.

63«

T,(Jne*aC2niTent’Noin Odd Fellowi
Hall at 7 :30 p. m., on the First and Third Mondaj
of each month. All Sir Knightsare cordiallyinvited to attend. Cheapest Life Insurance Ordei
Ful1 ParHenlars given on application.
L. D. Baldus, Commander.
* ‘
W. A. Holut, B. E.

.

Names

the Interstate Commerce Commission Given
wnen
of

Opening
ne readied ms room, uncertainif i members

at

Ta\ma?e

to the Public.

a?y }*RC.e 1 f«r charges against iudividuals outside of
or the ball, the shock of which he had felt their order, and then those present voted
as it >trnck ms Per*on« Through a heavy what sort of punishment should be meted
Judge Coolej, of Michigan, Heads the coat it had penetrated, then through his out to them.
Prince Albert, and through a pamphlet or
List, with Morrison for
two, and quite through one of the leatherbound books of rules carried by the memSecond Place.
bers, finally spending itself against the
cover of a still thicker memorandum book.
Willie Sell Confessesto the Murder of
Bchoonmaker, New York; Walker, Ver- The entire package rested three or four
inches below his heart, and in it was found
His Bather, Mother, Sister and

Tie

Council and the Jury— Betting Men

plete the Board.

ters have been received in this city, saying

term of six years.

that these “traitors" would be dealt with in
some way soon.
Mr. Bailey refuses to say what his
Angastus Bchoonmaker of New York, for
theory of the attempted assassination is,
the term of four years.
Aldace F. Walker of Vermont, for the but admits that he has one. He says he
did not see
the assailant.
----------------- He only saw the
term of three years.
___ r„..
police have
Walter L. Bragg of Alabama, for the flash of the discharge. The
not yet strdck any trail of the man.
term of two years.

William It. Morrison of

Illinois, for the

term of fire years.

Offering Odds on a Disagree-

ment.

richt io say which defendant should be first

tried, and asked that a speedy date be as•[SIOUX CITY OOBRESPONDENOE.]
signed
for trial. The court set the trial for
On a dark and rainy night, in the month
Brother.
of Angnst, 1886, Bev. George C. Haddock, the 21st of March. Some days prior tothis
date the defense insisted that the prosecua minister of the Methodist Chorch and a
tion should sleet which of the defendants'
a Trivial Dispute Precipishould be first tried, and the prosecution
replied .by electing John Arensdorf,the
tated a Most Horrible
principal defendant, and that ho be tried

the 32- ball.

It will be rememberedthat Mr. Bailey
and Mr. Karlowski, the latter also a Labor
party member of the House, signed a reso[Washington special.]
lution reading Senator Burke and BepreThe President has appointed the follow- sentativeBohrbach out of the Labor party
last week for attending the funeral of Aninglnterstate Commissioners:
Thomas M. Cooley of Michigan, for the archist Neebe's wife. It is said that let-

How

Murder.

_ t

on the charge of murder. Thereuponthe
court so ordered, and set the trial for the
23d of March.

>

[KansasCity special]
Willie Sell, the 16-year-old boy who was
convicted last July of murderinghis father,
mother, brother and sister, near the town
of Erie, Kas., has made a confession, in
which he says that his father, J. W. Sell, a
well-to-do farmer, was killed by his brother, and that he (Willie) killed his brother to
revenge his father, and afterward killed his
mother and sister. The murders were committed at night, and the first information of
the tragedy was given by the murderer, who
awaked a neighbor and told him some man
was hurting his father oud mother. The
bodies of the murdered peojde were found
in the farm-house, with their throats
cut from ear to ear and their heads crushed.
A bloody hatchet and butcher- knife were
found iu a chair. Suspicion rested strongly on the boy and he was arrested, tried,
convicted, and sentenced to be hanged. He
is now in the penitentiary awaiting the

THE TRIAL.
r On Wednesday, the 23d of March, before Judge Lewis, began the trial of John
Arensdorf for the murder of Rev. George
Haddock, and at this writing it is still in
progress.
Able counsel represent both sides. On
the side of the defense are the names of
O. C. Tredway, Judge Isaac Pendleton, G.
W. Argo, of Le Mars: M. M. Gray, Willis
G. Clarke, Judge J. N. Weaver, and Geo.
W. Kellogg.

Temporary quarters for the Commission
be found by the Secretary of the Interior before the end of the next week. It
is likely these will be in the new Pension
Building. The Commission has for its use
from now until July 1, 1888, a little more The German Sovereign’s Ninethan fifteen months, $100,000. If the saltieth Birthday Celebrated with
aries of its members are to come out of
Great Enthusiasm.
this nearly half the sum will be gone, and
the remainderwill not go far toward covering the necessaryexpenses. But the appropriation is available at once and the Presents to the Aged Ruler— DecoraCommission will have money enough to
tions Conferred Upon Many
start with. If the sum set aside is not
signing by the Governor of tbe death
Prominent Persons.
enough it will at least last until December,
warrant. The boy’s confessionis as folwhen Congress will be in session.
lows:
will

EMPEROR WILLIAM.

[Cable dispatchfrom Berlin.]

Sketches of the Men,

The 90th anniversary of Emperor Will-

Thomas M. Cooley was born in Attica, iam’s birthday was ushered in Tuesday,
N. Y., in 1824, and removed to Michigan March 22, by the pealing of bells and tbe
in 1843, where he has since resided. In sounding of a choral. Early in the day
1857 he was elected compiler of the State
laws, and in 1858 he was chosen reporter
of the Supreme Court. In 1859 he was
appointed commissioner to organize the
law departmentof the University of Michigan, and he has ever since been connected
with it. He served three terms in the Supreme Court, but was defeated in 1885. He
is the author of numerous standard legal
works and holds high rank as a jurist. He
was appointed last December bv Judge
Gresham as receiverof the Wabash Bailroad.

special religious services were held in all
the churches, which were attended by the
children from all tbe schools in the city,
who marched to the churches in procession,
headed by bands of music. The city is
decorated as it never was before, flags and
drapery being hung from every budding.

The monument of Frederick the Great
was covered with wreaths and flowers.
Wherever there was a bust or statue of the
a shop window or other exposed place it was baried in flowers. The
streets were thronged with people in holiday attire from an early hour.
The students’ procession, on horseback
and in carriages,was a grand affair.Passing the palace the bands played the national anthem, “Preussenlied,” and
“Wacht am Khein,” the students all singing to the music. The Emperor appeared
at the window as the procession was moving past and bowed, remainingthere a considerable time. All the members of the

Emperor in

William B. Morrison, of Waterloo, HI.,
was bom in Monroe County, Illinois, Sept.
14, 1825. He was educated at the common
schools and at McKendree College,Illinois.
He studied law and was admitted to the
bar. He was made Clerk of the Circuit
Court, and for four terms was a member or
and for one term Speaker of the Illinois
House of Bepresentativei.
He was elected
to the Thirty-eichth, Foity-tbird, Fortyfonrth, Forty-fifth, Forty-sixth,Forty- imperial family and their princely guests
seventh, Forty-eighth,and Forty-ninth drove in procession to the palace and perCongresses as a Democrat. In the contest sonally tendered their congratulations to
for the United States Senatorship in the the Emperor, who began to receive his
Illinois Legislature in 1885 he was one of guests at 11 o’clock.
The municipal procession was preceded
the favoritesof the Democratic members,
and all through that memorable contest, by heralds and marshals bearing the town
which resulted in Logan being returned, banner, the whole body of the evangelical
Morrison held the sympathiesof his fol- clergy,the chief civil and military anthorilowers. In the last Congressionalcam- ties, representativesof German science,
paign he was defeated by the Hon. Jehu art, and commerce,the directors of the
gymnasia, and tbe burgesses and commuAldace F. Walker is abont 44 years old, nal officers— in ail over two thousand perand is a Bepublicanin politics. He stud- sons. The procession was accompanied by
ied law with Senator Edmunds. He served several bands, which played marches alter-'
as a Colonel in the Union army, and since nately with chorals by trumpeters. The
the war has practiced law at Butland. In processionwent in state from the town
the Vermont Senate he has taken a leading noil to attend the commemoration reliciouH
part in framing legislation to solve the rail- servicein the Church of St. Nicholas.' The
way problem, and has given much study to clergymenwere all full robed, and the of-

bom in Alabama in
graduate of Harvard Universityand Cambridge Law School, and
practiced law in Alabama for some years.
At the close of the war he settled in Alabama, and was for some years the law partner of General Morgan. He has been a
leading Democrat in that State for some
Walter L. Bragg was

1838. He

is

a

years, and has served as national delegate,
Presidential elector, and member of the
DemocraticNational Committee.In 1881
he was made President of the Alabama
State Baiiroad Commission, and served in
that position four years, during which time
many important questions arising between
the railroads and their customers were satisfactorily adjusted.
August Scboonmaker,of Kingston, N. Y.,
was bom in Boehestet,in that State, in
March, 1828. He sttidied law and has
practiced it ever since. From 1851 to 1870
he was a member of school boards and a
County Judge. In 1875 he was elected to
the State Senate as a Democrat. In 1877
he was nominated by the Democraticcon-

The prosecutionis represented bv County
Attorney S. M. Marsh, M. D. O’Connell,
of Fort Dodge, ex-United Srates District
Attorney; Hon. T. P. Murphy, United
States District Attorney; and the wellknown law firm of Hubbard, Spalding &
Taylor.

The jury, in the selection of which only
one day was consumed, consists of John
O’Connor,a farmer, of Morgan Township;
REV. GKO ROE

“Mother and.sisterIna had gone to bed.
Father, Waty and I were still up, when the
calves got out and came np around the
house. Waty sat at the mble reading and
father had just taken his coat and pants off
to go to bed, and told Watv to go and put
the calves up. He said: ‘Let Willie do it
I won't go out now.’ Father said that he
should go, and Waty did not want to, and,
while they were talking,I went out and got
the hatchet, which was sticking in a log of
wood outside the door, and came back to
see if Waty would go out with me. I got
the hatchet to nail up the calf-pen. Father
and Waty were there quarreling,and had

C.

HADDOCK.

stalwart Prohibitionist,
was assassinated in
one of Sionx City’s public streets. The
murder created a profound sensation in the

community. There was universalcondemnation of the deed, and an almost passionate demand that the perpetrators be
hunted

down. Meetings

in scores of places

Iowa and other States were held. Religious, temperance and other organizations passed resolutions denouncing
the crime, and expressingsympathy for
the widow of the murdered man.
Contributionscame in from every directionand a handsome sum was thus provided for her, and smaller sums were sent
in

become very mad. When I came in to aid in closing the saloons and discoverwhere they were, with the hatchet, ing the murderers. The day of the murWaty snatched it out of my hand and der Gov. Larrabee offered a reward of
struck father several times, at last knocking him down. When I saw what Waty
had done I caught hold of the hatchet and
jerked it ont of his hands, and, striking’/et
Waty, hit him on the head and ho .ell
down on the floor, and I supposedthat
killed him. Then mother, seeing wbat was
being done, jumped out of bed, screaming,
and, before I thought what I was doing, I

$500, tbe limit allowed by law, for the ap
prehension of the guilty parties. The City
Council also* offered a reward. Later the
Methodist ministersoffered a reward of
$1,000.
On the day followingthe murder the
Coroner’s inquest began taking evidence,

struck her. Ina, my sister, at that raised
up in bed and screamed, and I don’t know
why I did it, but I struck her with the
hatchet and she fell back. They were all
lying quiet. I took off all my clothesexcept my shirt and drawers, then pulled off
Waty’s pants, raised him up and carried
him into the other room and pnt him into
our bed. After that I went back and got
the hatchet and pounded his head all to
pieces. I felt mad at Waty becanse be had
killed father. I went to the cupboard and
got the butcher-kuifeand cut Waty’s bead
nearly off. Then I went back into the other

down, and I did not know
I thought that if any of
them should come to life they would say I
killed Waty. So I took the butcher- knife
and cut their throats to make sure work of
it. I then blew out the lamp and sat down
for several honrs, bnt at last could not
ficials wore their uniforms and regalia.
stand it any longer and again lit the lamo,
When the procession entered the church and, putting on my clothes,ran over to Mr.
the organ played a prelude. This was folMendall's and told him some one was at
lowed by the singing of the “Salvnm fac
onr house with a hatchet and had hurt pa
Begem” and the chanting of the Ambro- and ma.”
sian ’hymn. The festival sermon was
There has always been a great diversity
preachedby Provost Brnechner.
of opinion amoug the people as to whether
At noon a royal salnte of 101 guns was
Willie Sell committed the murder. On the
fired from the Koenigsplatz. Prince Bistrial there was no posilive evidence, and
marck and Marshal von Moltke went to the State utteilyfailed to find any motive
pay their concratulations to the Emperor lor the crime. On the contrary, it was
at 1 o’clock. They were enthusiastically
proven that Willie was an exceptionally
cheered all along the route of their way to
good boy, and that he and his sister Ina
and from the palace.
were more than commonly fond of each
The illuminations at night thronghont other. The neighbors all swore to the
the city were superb.
boy’s good disposition,and that he was a
In receiving the household deputation favorite in the community, while his brother
the Emperor said: “I have reached this age
W aty, who was older than he, was not so
by the grace of God, and if the Lord helps
generally liked.
me and wants me to I may live to see an-

the question.

a Celebrated Crimi-

Iowa

THE KANSAS BUTCHERY.

mont; and Bragg, Alabama, Com-

of

nal Trial at Sionx City,

room and
what to

JUDGE LEWIS.

Thomas Crilley, a

farmer, of Morgan
Township; C. C. Bartlett,a farmer, of
Littlo bioux Township;John Madden, a
farmer, of Miller Township; Dennis Morphy, a fanrer, o Kedron Township; C. G.

a merchant, of Correctionville;
Thomas Frazier, a farmer, of Batland
Township; W. P. Pennell, a farmer, of
Gross,

Concord Township; David Keiffer, a
farmer, of Floyd Township; E. Webster, a
farmer, of Woodbury Township; John D,
O’Connell, a farmer, of Liberty Township,
and John Adair, a railroad grader, of Sioux
City.

sat

do. Then

other year."
MIRACULOUS ESCAPE. ,
Emperor William conferred the decoraof the grand cross of tbe Bed Eagle upon
Miuisteis von Puttkamer,Lucius, and von A Chicago Man, After Being Sat Upon by a
Coroner's Jury, Arisen and Walks.
Boetticher;the grand cross of Ihe Hohen[Chicago special]
zollern family order upon Ministers von
Gossler,
von
Scbolz,
and
von
ScheellenMichael
Hofnosky,
Ihe young man who
vention for Attorney General, and was
elected by a plurality of over 11,000. In dorf, and General Albedvll; the first class pnt a bullet throngh the head of his mis1879 he was nominated for Attorney Gen- of the Bed Eagle upon General von tress, and a second one into his own, is reend, bnt was defeated. In 1871 be was the Caprivi and Count Nesselrode,and the ported as doing nicely at the County HosDemscraticnominee for Judge of the Court star of the Bed Eaale of tbe second class pital. The day after the shooting the
of Appeals, bnt was defeated. In 1886 he upon Count Herbert Bismarck.General Coroner snmmoned his witnessesand rewas presented by the anti-Tammanydele- Katzo was appointed Grand Huntsman, paired to the hospital to hold the inquest
upon the body pursuant to the report sent
gation from New York in the Democratic and Count Pueckler Chief Cupbearer.
Among the presents received by the Em- in, but when he came to examine tbe subState Convention as their candidate for
Governor, and was a delegate to the Dem- peror were an exact duplicate of the Gen- ject it was round that life was not extinct
ocraticNational Conventions in 1876 and eral’s sash worn by Frederick the Great, After a comatose condition of three days,
1880, and also to the Chicago convention from the Empress; “Grandpapa’s Birth- consciousnesssuddenlyreturned, and this
day," a terra-cottagroup by Eugene Blot, morning, when the nurse made her visit,
in 1884. _
from Paris; besides floral tribatesfrom all the patient was walking the floor and callparts of Germany and from England.
ing for food. His recovery is a surprise
A LEGISUT0R SHOT AT.
One poor woman left at Ihe door of the to (he surgeon. Hofnosky’svictim, with a
palace a small bunch of flower*, with a hole through her jaws, is also on the road
Attempt to Kill Hon. G. 8. Bailey, a petition praying for the pardon of her hus- to recovery.
band, who is now in prison. The flowers
Member of the Illinois
and petition were placed in a position where
NATURE’S
FREAK.
hey would attract the Emperor'sattention.
Legislature.
The petitionwas granted.
A Baby Hoy Who Ilcurmblcn an Elephant.
The day was celebrated with similar and
[Bridgeport(Conn.) dispatch.
The Ball Stopped by Books and Papers equal enthusiasm in all the towns of tbe
Mrs. Krettchner of this city gave birth
empire. Banquets,thanksgivingservices,
—Was It the Deed of an
[ece,nt,y, ^ abojwbo has an. elephant’s
receptions,etc*, were held at all
all the
the

HARRY LEAVITT.

of Fourth and Water

Mr. Argo entered a general denial of the
and introdneed the defendant to the junr in a brief biographical
sketch. John Arensdorf was bom in Belgium in 1651. His parents were farmers.
At fourteenyears of age he was apprenticed to a brewer. In 1871 he came to
State’s charge,

America and has been employed as a
brewer since that time. He has resided in
Sionx City for nearly ten years.
Mr. Argo showed . that the defense proposed to rely npon proving an aUbi, and
npon the general good character of the defendent. The counsel devoted consider-

cam

[Springfield(HL) epeciol.]

A cold-blooded attempt to ass^sinate
EepreBentative George S. Bailey, the
United Labor member from East St. Louis,

w.a?
clock

Tuesday evening. About 9

Mr. Bailey approachedthe door of
his boarding-house,Mr. 8. 8. Elder s, on
Capital avenue, near the Alton track. The
house has an ample yard, and nothing intervenesbetween it and the railroad embankment a few rods to tbe west, the railroad hero crossing Ihe arvenueby a bridge.
Mr. Bailey says he was facing his door
when tbe discharge of a pistol sounded
o

from

MISSOURI

on elephant. The cnild weighs about nine
pounds and
c.in .be fed only with a spoon,
‘ J
Ihe mother visited the chons winter quarters here last winter aud was terribly frightened by the elephants.

!

tlie

_ -

---

the vacant lot, and he staggered into
their (cell, and had tunneled some eight
his house and to his anxious wife awaiting
feet when they were discovered by Sheriff
The roman Empire may he said to
him in their trout room, on the ground Dodson and their scheme frustrated. Four j Login with the year B. C. 27, when Oc*
floor. Mr. Bailey was scon thortly
of the men were
j tavius assumed the title of Augustus.
-

to prove

......

‘

IDa^A^
,e 10

'

State. It was for the prosecution
the guilt of Arensdorf. But the
defense would unquestionably demonstrate
that he not only knew nothing of the murder, but that he had, on the night of the
shooting, actually saved a temperance worker from assault
for the

Sit Place t Under Bonds— An Attempt to
Escape -A Revenge-Book.
I St Louis telegram.)
Six of the Bal^Kn^SenMvLohave been
“ ‘,The
in confinen eat at Ozark, charged with beVSJ iT
tceaing implicatedin the murder of Eden and I :?ne? of
tfa* «, from
Green, have been released on $1,000 and ! ,e clcse of
to tiro close of tbe
$2, ()0<)bond*, it being slown that they were ' e^6Tentl1 century. The Middle Ages
not directly concernedin the killing. j comprise the l.uUO years commencing
Several of the prisoners in the Spring- 1 with the c ose of the fifth and ending
field jail made a bold attempt Sanday night | with the close of the fifteenth cento escape. They_dng through the floor of | turies.

Bald-Knobbers.

able time to an arraignmentof Harry
Leavitt, who, he said, was the chief witness

..
BALD-KN0BBER8. J
.......

A man

the victim,

then turned and fired the deadly shot This
roan, Mr. Taylor declared the State was
ready to prove, was none other than John
Arensdorf. “And the blood then shed on
onr city’s streets," said he, “now cries fox
justice at your hands.”

AWFUL

—

streets.

stepped firmly forward, passed

l

v--

Mr. H. J . Taylor presented the case forthe
State aud Mr. G. W. Argo presented the
case for the defense. Mr. Taylor, after
reading the indictment, recitedihe story of
the crime in a delicate and somewhat la)ored manner. Mr. Taylor laid tbe foundation of the motive for the murder in the
exciting incidents of the injunction suite
against the Sionx City Honor dealers. The
Rev. George C. Haddock’s participationin
these suits and his advocacy of temperance
were shown to have incited the enmity of
certain men, among whom was John Arensdorf.

and after two days the evidence showing
It is freely predictedin certain circles thatthe fact that valuable clews were likely to a disagreement will be the result of the
be developed,the investigation was trial,and betting men are taking odds
made secret. The investigation covered againstconviction.
a long period of time, there being Mr. Taylor grew ruggedly eloquent as he
extended adjournments.Circumstances neared the climax. In few words he ontwere developedwhich fastened serious susned the plan of the State in its proof of
picion on one Harry L. Leavitt, who had the murder. He described the assembling
kept a low variety show in Sioux City. of the alleged conspiratorsat Junk’s saloon,
Suspicion was also fastenedupon several the watching for Haddock’s return from his
others with whom he was found to have temperance mission to Greenville, the arbeen intimatelyassociated.Bnt the trouble rival of the minister at Merrill's stable after
was there was no satisfactonr proof. Leav
eaving Mr. Turner at his home in the
itt and other suspected plartiestestifiedbe
western part of the city, and the starting
fore the Coroner’s jury, and had stories to of Haddock for his own home.
tell in which they denied knowledge or
Then came the deed of blood. Hadpart in the crime.
dock, after once returning to the stable
Bnt before the Coroner's jury adjourned, door to ask “if that mob was lying in wait
it was noticed that these parties, towart for him,” started to cross Water street, directly in the face of the band on the corner

_

Anarchist?

Leader, Munchrath and Sherman were
instantlyarrested, and wananta were
sworn out for the others named who had
disappeared. Albert Koschnitski was arrested in California,and Svlvester
Grande in Kansas City. After* a long
and patient investigation the grand juryreturned two indictmentsagainst all the
nine defendants above named, charging
them jointly with murder and conspiracy.
At the January term of court the attorneys for Arensdorf demanded that he should
be tirstput on trial, and claimed to be ready
for trial. The prosecution assertedits legal

--

JOHN ARENSDORF.

whom

suspicion pointed, began to disap-

pear from the city. Leavitt waa
among those who levanted. He

was

finally arrested in Chicago,
knew in connection
with ihe tragedy. He fixed upon John
Arensdorf, a member of the Frans Brewing Company, as the man who fired the
and confessed all be

Who says we don’t belong to the
great army of labor?” said one tramp
to another as they were relieving a
clothes-lineof its burden one dark
night; “don’t we take in washing?”
“Certainly,” said his mate, witbi a
chuckle, as they continued to take it
in. — Ttxaa Siftings.

fatal shot, and declared that there were
preeeBLat the murder Henry Peters, the
brewery driver, standing at Arensaorfs
England derives its name from the
elbow; Fred Mnnchratb,Jr.,Geof Treiber,
Panl Leader, Horry Sherman, Louis Plath Angles, a Teutonic people who won a
and two other Germans. Arensdorf, home in Britain.

r-

THE ST. XO BOOM.

Important.

When you
OOO That Will Number 100,000 In Twelve Months.

J. City of 60,

“Most remarkablestatements are heard
in evenr hotel lobby and on every railroad
train abont St Joseph, Mo.,” writes a press
correspondent UA large amount of Kansas City, Chicago and St Louis capital is
being invested in St Joseph real estate,
and I hear that a number of large enterprises, employing thousands of men and
with a capital that tops millions, have
completed arrangementsfor moving, bag
and baggage, to this new center of emigration. I met a St. Joseph man on a
Wabash train to-day.
tells me

visit

or loave

Grand Union

V'

-

ty:

(

^-^{(jrap

Rules for Success.

New York

City, mto

baggage,expressage,and $8 carriage hire, and
stop at the

”

Hotel, opposite

Grand Central Depot
613 rooms, fitted np at a cost of one million
dollars, |1 and upwards per d,ay. European
plan. Elevator. Hestaurantsuppliedwith the
best Horse cars, stages,and elevated railroad to all depots. Families can live bettor for
less money at the Graud Union Hotel than at
any other first-classhotel in tho city.

Curious Breastworks.

My

women .is possibly
worthless and without merit But this
advice to

1

is

it

:

If there is anything you want to do,
do it or do the next best thing.
Do not expect, when misfortune
comes to you, that the whole world is
todr
'
going to
drop its shovel
and come and
ask von “what you would like.” If
you think the world owes you a living,
go ahead and make it It’s there.

‘

If you are a workingwoman of
“M. Quad” tells how the Confederate General McCulloch, in 18t>‘, at- greater or less degree, don’t wear the
He
tacked the Federals at Milliken's Bend. fact on a placard like a leper. The
(hat the immediate cause of the great boom Six hundred mules were secured, and world does not like it
is the extension of the Chicago, Eock each soldier advanced behind a mule,
If you have a shadow of a roof tree
Island and Pacific Eailroad. This great thus shelteredby a living breastwork. to. fly to, fly there and stay beneath it
system is making St. Joseph its Missouri
And above all, bring up your girls,
As soon as the mules came under fire
Hiver depot for its freightand stock traffic
they
reared,
plunged,
and
kicked
so if God is good enough to give you such,
between Chicago and the Northwestern
to think the same.— Fannie B. Merranges, and has given the city a promi- that they were sources of danger inrill, in Aeio York Oiaphic.
stead
of
safety.
The
mules
were
a
failnence as a railroadcenter equaled only by
Chicago. The extension of the Book Island ure as breastworks. The Federals The Moat Itemarluible Business In the
has induced the Chicago, Milwaukee and thought the mule business was a very
Country.
St. Paul to extend the diagonal southward good joke on the Confederates, but
Our citizens have observed notices in the
to St. Joseph, and the Santa Fe to come here is one to match it. At New Hope loading papers,from time to time, of a little
up direct from Topeka and Atchison, in some military genius conceived the harmless food plant called Moxie, found in
order to -secure a short cut to Chicago,
South America last year. Its fine taste as a
said to be sixty miles shorter idea of breaking the Confederates’line beverage,and abilityto restore nervous,weakthan by any other way. The Eulo by driving a big herd of beeves against ly women in a few days, and help overworked
bridge will be completed by the first of it. One night about 10 o’clock, when people of both sexee to do two days’ work in
one with loss fatigue, have made the demand
August, and that will send the Burlington it was very dark, the beeves were so iramonso that 5,0u0,(XX)bottles have been
and Missouri trains from Denver straight massed, and the Federals who were to sold in 17 months. What will be the sale in
through St. Joseph, eastward via the Han- follow got ready to move. The Con- five years at this rate?
nibal. These and other favorable circum- federates “caught on,” as the Arabs
The Salmon’s Enemy.
stances have combined to bring about a say, and opening their line, allowed
boom which, as I said in the outset, has the beeves to pass through, and then
One of the greatest enemies of the
become the absorbing topic of conversation
closing, devoted themselves to holding salmon and the salmon fisheriesin Orein every prominenthotel lobby half way
the Federals in check. In that they gon is the sea lion. It is estimated
acioss the continent.I hear of men who
have made a fortune in one day on were entirely successful The Con- that half the salmon that enter the Coan investmentof $1,000. People are federates enjoyed the Federal beef, lumbia River the early part of season
buying lets in hollows and on top of and were willing to take more at the are captured by these big beasts, which
bluffs, and half the sales are made from same price.
also damage nets to the amount of
the map without an inspection of the
thousands of dollars. Vast numbers
Extra Liability to Malarial Infection.
ground whereon they are located. The
of them congregate at Tillamook rock
Personawhose blood is thin, digestion weak,
city has about 60,000 inhabitants,and not
and at Sealrocks,and it is suggested
the least remarkable fact is that she is and liver sluggish, ore extra liable to the attacks of malarialdisease. Tho most trifling that dynamite be used to force them to

_

quoted in

the last

United States census as,

exposuremay, unJer such conditions, infect a
system which, if nealthy, would resist the
wholesale trade of Kansas, Nebraska, Col- miasmatictaint. The only way to secure
orado and New Mexico. Her shipping immunity from malariain localities whore it
facilities, coupled with her large whole- is prevalent, is to tone and regulate tho system
sale trade, have made her perhaps the best by improving weakened digestion, enriebing
manufacturing and pork-packing point in tho blood, and giving a wholesome impetus to
the West The new Stock Yards, the most biliary secretion.These results ore accomcompletewest of Chicago, cover 440 acres plished by nothingso effectivelyas Hostetler's
of ground, and will shortly combine an Stomach Bitters, which long experlenco has
hotel, stock exchange and several large proved to be the most reliablesafeguard against
packing houses, with other facilities. Local fever and ague and kindred disorders, as well
as tho best remedy for them. The Bitters are,
capitalists are erecting a new $300,000homoreover,an excellent invigorant of tho organs
lel, a safe depository, and companieshave of urination, and an active deparent, eliminatbeen organized to build a belt line and two ing from the blood those acrid impurities which
cable roads, while the Council has just or.ginate rheumatic ailments.
granted the right to two of the street-oar
Iceland’s Wood.
companies to employ the electric motor.
While
the
bog-wood of Iceland proves
An inspection of the Boston Post’s weekly
clearing-house reports for the past three the former extensive growths of large
months shows the percentageof increase trees, the present forests consist chiefly
the largest of any city quoted in the report of dwarfed birches,and trees fifteen
Under such like circumstances, my in- or twenty feet in height are said to be
formant thought, the boom rested upon a
rare. The decreaseof wood-land is not
solid footing. Strangers are coming in by
a result of climatic change or volcanic
every train, and he predicted that the city
outburst,
but has been brought about
would have a population of 100,000 in the
next twelve months. Large additions to by the improvident destructionof trees
the city are platted, put on the market and by the inhabitantsthemselves.
sold in two days for residences,manufactThe most severe cough can at once be
uring and business purposes,the real esremoved by Eed Star Cough Cure. “Give
tate deals ranging from $250,000 to $700,it to your children by all means,” says Prof.
000 a day, those of last week footing up
Williams,ex-State Chemist of Delaware,
$3,500,000.”
who found it wonderfully efficacious. Price,
only twenty-fivecents a bottle.

next to Portland,the

richest

town

ot

her size in the country, controlling the

Disturbing the grave— Making a
sober man laugh.

Of the peculiarmedicinal merits of Hood's Sarsaparilla ia fully confirmed by the voluntary teatlmony
A Daring Robbery.
of thousanda who have tried it. Peculiarin tho comThe robbery of the
Express bination, proportion,and preparationof ita ingredients, peculiarin the extreme care with which it is
car on the Missouri Pacific liailroad, put
.....
. ...
up, Hood’s
Sarsaparillaaccomplishes c„re.
cures
October last,
one Of the best I where other preparationsentirelyfail. Peculiar in

“What does he do
“Why, he does

he found no relief until at last he used St.
Jacobs Oil, which speedily cured him.

that for?”

fare.”

“Oh,

this occurrence, commences in
the Chicago Ledg<r of April 13, by
the author of that exciting novel,
“Manacle and Bracelet,” which will
prove a treat indeed to the readers of
this class of fiction. The Ledgtr is
published for $1.50 per year, in advance — half the price of Eastern papers
of its class. A sample copy contain ng
the opening chapters of this great
story will be sent free to any one
sending name and address to the
Ledger Company, 271 Franklin street,
Chicago.

_
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WELLS’ HAIR BALSAM.

Ella?”
“Yes, Johnny.”

“Then what made you

_

say that

spit,

but use Dr.

you
Go

“I didn’t say that I didn’t say e
Don’t bother me, Johnny.”
After another brief silence the b
returned to the attack. “Say, An
Ella, did you go to Sunday-schc
when you w« s little?”
“Yes, child, of course I did.”
“Did you take any prices ?”
“Yes, lots of them.”
“Did you tell wrong stories as much
as you do now?"
“J ohnny, you are a bad boy. I shall
tell your mother.”
“i wish you would tell her two times:
that’s what 1 wish.”

“Why, Johnny?”
“’Cause you wouldn’t tell the same
story two times; that would let me
out. n— Rochester Herald,

to a ball ungloved

the palm.— -Afeio

if

you want to bear

York World.

Fortune's Favorites
Are those who court fortune— those

who

aro

, Mistress— “The coffee is so strong
.this morning that ifs absolutelybitter,

Kathleen.”

Maid—

“Yes,

ma’am. Th’polaceman

the Best

“During the summer I was feeling all run down,
thinking I was needing somethingto tone up
my system, I was recommended to try Hood’s Bsrso>
Elkhart, Ind.
parills.After takingtwo bottles I felt much better,
“I bars used Hood’s Sarsaparilla as a blood purifier,
I had also been troubled with dyspepsia,and Hood's
and am well pleased with it, it being In my opinion Sarsaparilla helped me more than anything else 1
tho proper medidne for the purpose."William G. could find. I can cordially recommend it to any ons
Wukbth, organist, 8t. Mary’s Church, 108 St. Antoine feeling u I did.” James R. Harrow, Harrow House,
Street, Detroit, Mich.
Fort Wayne, Ind.
and,

Hood’s Sarsaparilla
Sold

by

by C.

I.

druggists. $l ; six for $5. Prepared only
A CO., Apothecaries,Lowell, Maas.

all

HOOD

IOO Doses

mm

One

Dollar^

Bold

by

by

all

_

druggists. |l ; six for $3. Prepared only
k CO., Apothecaries,Lows 11, Mom.

HOOD

C. I.

IOO

Doses One

Dollar

wmEDr^m&T-i

see

wm

60c a Bottle.
SOLI) BY DRUGGISTS.

DR.RADWAYS PILLS
apiwhm. uwKjacno.uosurenenii.indigestion, uiiioub.
of the Boweli, Piles, and
Internalvlacera. Purely

600
Per
POULTRY.

DYSPEPSIA!
M M

''««.rAr1WTr«°S
brand, my
more than

How to make it. Sent Free, if you
mention this paper. T. H. BOCK. Criafleld, Maryland.
MENTION THIS PAPER wna wbrim T« abtictiiim.

salts are

twonty-flvstimes oa jarnolnoa
I put In your 'fanulll'H Punch”
ftc cigar. I could not have be.
llev-'i It Your* reupcctfnUy,

MERTISERS^^z:
on advertisingapace

when in Chlcege, will find it on

|

WM.M.DAUbDrujrgaL

file at

Address

^r^Zr^lOROi THOMS.

WIZARD OIL
CONGESTS

!c\^

B. W.

TANSILL &
Chicago.

00.,

U/RITING PAPER, ENVELOPES,

W

PLAYING CARDS.

Buyers will ronsuh their Interestsby sending to
ui for saraplflH and prices before ordering goods, ae
wo are manufacturer*' agent*, and oan offer Indooemenu In quality and prios.

$1.00 Six Sample Paoks PlayingCardf.Auorted
$1.00

PRICE & L0NGLEY, Chicago, III.
MENTION THU PAPE* wm vamre
nessed by thousanda of people, who can testify t«
TH* WONDERFUL MCA LINO POWRR OP

Hamlw’s Wizard

Oil.

Neuralgia, Toothaohe,Headache, Earache,
Catarrh, Croup, Sore Throat,
Lame Back, SUR Jointi, Contracted Cordi,

RHEUMATISM,

Beta, Fever, inflammation
all derugemente of the

vegetable,containing no mercury, minerals,or deleteriousdrugs.
Price, 30 cents per box. Sold by all druggists.

Cent. Profit

On

Sprains, Bruises, Burns. Fever Sores,
Wounds, Old Sores, Chilblains,Frost
Bites, Sore Nipples, Caked Breasts, and

always looking out for and investigatin'?the
All
opportunitiesthat are offered. Bend your adore quickly relievedby this magical remedy. Try il
dress to Hallett & Co., Portland, Maine, and
onoe and you will never be without It. For oale by
they will mail you, free, full particulars about DR. RADWAY'S PILIS
Druggists. Price, 50a. Our Sons Book free to all.
strengthto the stomach and enable it to perform
work that you can do while living at home, store
Address WIZARD OIL COMPANY, CHICAGO.
ite functions.The aymptomaof Dyspepsia disappear,
wherever you are located,and earn from 15 to and with them the liabilityof the ayetem to contract
If you want relief
#25 per day and upwards. Capital not re- diseases.
and cure at your
quired. You are started free. Both sexes.
•end I
All ages. Some have earned over |50 in a sincircularoXlaatrucUona.
SM Uroadway,Now York,
gle day. All is new.
MENTION THIS PAPER van w»m«« tv .afiamaii*.

’OT-A.Y’®

The removal of ProL Sanborn of New Hampshire, after being pronounced incurable by a
score of physicians, from Las Vegas, N. M., to
his home, was effected by administeringDr.
Harter’s Iron Tonic, which has restored him
to his former good health.

Pubs Cod liver Oil made from selected
livers on the sea-shore by Caswell, Hazard
Co.,
York. It is absolutely pure and
sweet . Patients who have onoe taken it prefer it to all others. Physicianshave decided
it superiorto any of the other oils in market

A

New

Frankness.

Is

have had dyspepsia for several years, and was
urged to try Hood's Sarsaparillawhich I did wltli
the very best results. I have also been troubledwith
catarrh, but since taking Hood’s Sarsaparillahave
been very much better. I recommended it to my
neighbors, and all who have taken it speak vary
highlyof it." Mrs.MabyJ. Rian, 181 High Streei
Indianapolis,
Ind.
“I

remarkab'e book. Evervbod]/ U curiout to tse it. It
bian all the War Book*. Agenti never had tuck an
opportunity before. Write QutrJtfortpecial term to
es not nnder the horse's feet Address
HISTOKrC AL PUBLISHING COT Si. IstuleMo
iwsUr’sSafety Rein Holder, Holly, Mich.
MENTION THIS PAPER
vamM to Asvrafmaa

doctor.

Don’t hawk, and blow, and
Sago's Catarrh Itemody.

didn’t say it?”

<

hungry

ttio

gray, restores to original color. An elegant
dressing;softens and beautifies. No oil nor
grease. A tonic restorative. Stops hair coming
out; strengthens, cleanses, heals scalp. 50o.

porting mechanic than a briefless lawyer or a

summer I was all run down and troubled
with a humor which came oat all over my body and
face. I read of the cures accomplishedby Hood’s
Sarsaparilla, and dsdded to try it. At that time my
weight was 133 pounds. I have now taken two
bottles,and think very highly of it, as it haa
cured me of tho humor, and also seems to
have built up my whole system. I now weigh
157 pounds. I can recommendHood's Sarsaparilla, as I know it has helped me more than I
expected medicine could do forme.” W. C. Henry,
“In

If

*

know'.”
say so, didn’t you, Aunt

v

Hood’s Sarsaparilla

upon

to register the

I don’t

“You did

One Dollar," so often told of this peculiar

m

»^.Brp.cv"ini c°r3!
The ancient Jews required every- npiiiu
UriUwl br.
J. Stephens, Ubaaon, Ohio.
body
to
learn
a
trade,
says
the
New
“What does he do that for?”
TaKAF.-A very interesting8)-pagebook on Deaf*
Orleans Picayune. St. Paul, though JL/ne*4,Nolaoa In the Head, Ac. How relieved.Sent
“Because he has to.”
free. Address Nicholson,171 McDougall at.. New York
one of the most learned men of h's naUKNTION THIS FAKR was. wamaa to ..tiktuim.
“Oh.”
Then there was a silence for half a tion, was a tent maker. It was a good
rule, because it prepared every man for LOTS
minute. Presently the boy said :
Milwaukee, Wia. Gogebic Stocks bought and sold.
“What is that round thing up there?” actual service to society, and placed
MENTION THU PAPER wan warn.* to aavaanaaaa.
him in a manner beyond the vic'ssitudes
“That is the register.”
THE
of fortune. We believe it would be a
“What is that for?”
still
better
rule
if adopted in the educaCHEAPEST
“To register the fare.”
AND
“You said the ring registered the tion of both sexes. A girl oan learn
stenography and photography in the
ffiro ^
BEST
time now spent, and often more than
“No, I didn’t say that.”
MEDICINE
wasted, over the piano. A boy with
“Yes, you did, Aunt Ella.”
TOE family os*
“Now, Johnny, don’t you contradict some talent for that sort of work may,
IN THE
without being a great artist, learn the
me; you are a naughty boy.”
practical
art
of engraving,an art which
“Well, that’s what you said.”
WORLD I
A silence of two minutes followed. is now brought into requisition by
CURES
ALL
It was broken by the boy, who said : nearly all the trades, and which is of
PAINS
“Say, Aunt Ella, what made you tell peculiar value to the advertiser. And,
Internal or External.
me that the ring registeredthe fare?” after aU, it is better to be a self-supit

“10) Dosea

Story

medidne, Hood's Ssraaparills,la not a catch lint
only, but is absolutelytrue of and original with this
preparation; and it is as absolutelytrue that It caa
Adams
honestly be applied only to Hood’s Sarsaparilla
.
which is tho very best spring medidne and blood puwas
rifier. Now, reader, prove it. Take a bottle home and
planned, coolest, most audacious pieces the unequnledgood name it haa made at homo, measure its contents.Yon willlflndit to hold 100
of villainy ever perpetrated, as the which ia a “tower of strength abroad,” peculiar in tcaspoonfuls. Now read tho directions,and you will
discovery of the villains was one of tho phenomenalBales it haa attained, the most popu- find that tho average dose for persona of different
lar and successfulspring medidne and blood purifier ages is leas than a tcaapoonful. Thus economy sod
the best pieces of detective work we before the public to-dayia Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
strengthare peculiarto Hood's Sarsaparilla.
ever heard of. A serial story, founded

The InquisitiveBoy Again.
The best thing on earth to odd to staroh to give
“If misfortdne comes to a man’s door a good body ana beautiful gloss is “Rough on
A young lady and a small, bright«ved boy entered a street car on Lake what is he to do?” asked one friend of Dirt,” only washing compoundthat con be so
used. Mokes Ironing easy and saves the starch.
avenue yesterday afternoon. The lady another. “Treat it pleasantly,”* was Has
dirt-removingpower double that of any
deposited her fare and the boy’s, and the reply, “and it will pass on; it can’t other.
the bell rang.
abide agreeable company.”
“Aunt Ella,” said the boy, “what
$10,000 were spent in eighteen years by
makes the bell ring?”
Prof. C. A. Donaldson,of Louisville,Ry.,
“The driver rings the bell,” was the in trying to get rid of his rheumatism, but
•8 a day. Samples worth |1A0, FREE
reply.

The Oft Told

seek other localities.

3 months’ trestment for 50o. Piso’s
edy for Catarrh. Sold by druggists.

Aches and Pains,

RUPTURE^

9

SiRSiPiRILLIlN RESOLVENT,

Disease!**CUM for

£££iS,'ASm

801010111 Blood and Skin

RADWAY

math ritowellAQq

* CO., N. Y.

Haadaoh

CHICHESTER’S ENGLISH

Waterproof

Coal

wm k*re yo« dry In
a parfret r1dln« ect, and
— *> ttnuln. wtthaal th# “Ptah

PENNYROYAL
The

la

/.

Towtr,

Bo.

fe

ton, Maaa.

and

PILLS

Original and Only Genuine.
always lUliabie.

#n£uJte00,0^, gladoss

Rem-

The use of steam as a disinfectant is
thia bate do be cotnphlanin’ av th*
wakeness av it all winter, an* durin’ th’ now being recognized as a success by
cowld wither cook is afther humorin* sanitarians. The high degree of moist
th’ poor divil a bit”— Tid-Bite.
heat attained is in itself as reliable and
complete an agent of disinfection as
Cardinal de Richelieu, the famous could be desired. It is intended to fix
prime minister of France during the the minimum temperaturefor fumigareign of Louis XHL, died in 1642, after tion and disinfectionat 235 degrees
twenty years’ reign as the real head of Fahr., which will certainly preclude
the country, the King being little bet- the necessity of an additional agent in
iter than an imbecile.
certain cases.

mailed oi
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particular*
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Why

did the

Women

of this country use over thirteen million cakes of
Procter

& Gamble’s Lenox Soap

Buy a cake of Lenox and you

will

in i£86

?

soon understand why.

No. 14-67

C.N.U.

WHEN
WRITING TO ADVERTISERS,
vv please say you saw the advertisement
la

wltvl

this paper.

.

>

A few dose* of Dr.

Bull’s Baltimore
both nervousnessand indi-

Pills relieve

White Ash

gestion. 25 cents.
More experienced matrons should advise young mothers that Dr. Bull’s Baby
byrup is the only safe medicine to give
the littleones. Try it. 25 cents.

WAZETTEID
-

Day’s Horse Powder is claimed by farmers to be invaluable lor horses and cows

CASTOR

in winter.
Purest fragrance, Drexel’s Bell Cologne.
In response to a resolution of the

House

the Auditor-Generalsent a statementof
the amount received

A

I

SPIRITUOUS LIQUORS.

W

So. Oxford St, Brooklyn,

n.y.

|

WuKStajurloui modloatkm.

In

MALT LIQUORS.

Cxntaub Company,

188

Holland, Mich., Jan. 14,

3XT

Great excitement has been caused in
the vicinitVof Paris, Tex., by the remarkable recovetywofMr. J. E. Corley, who
was so helpless he could not turn in bed,
or raise his hend; everybody said he was
dying of consumption.A trial bottle of
Dr. King’s New Discovery was sent him.
Finding relief, he bought a large bottle
and a box of Dr. King’s New Life Pills;
by the time he had taken two bottles of
the Discoveryand two boxes of Pills, he
was well and had gained in flesh thirty-six
pounds. Trial bottles of this Great Discovery for consumption free at Yates &
Kane, Holland, and A. De Kruif, Zeeland.
Slecplens nlghte, made miserable by that terrible
cough. Shlloh’aCure Is the remedy for you.

heart.

Energy will do almost anything, but it
cannot exist if the blood is Impure and
moves sluggishly in the veins. There Is
nothing so good for cleansingthe blood
and imparting energy, to the system as
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla.Price $1. Six bottles, $5. Sold by druggists.

Liver Complaint
more surely and speedily cured by the
use of Ayer’s Sarsaparilla, than by any
other remedy. •*! was a great sufferer
from liver troubles, and never found anything that gave me permanent relief until
I began taking Ayer’s Sarsaparilla, about
two years ago. A few bottles of this medicine produced a radical cure.— Wm. J].
Baker, 155 W. Brookline st., Boston, Mass.

EXT
-

la

!ne«iCan b® 88 weJI 8erved. and I would ask tb

! 2

elsewhere0 B K00d tr al

I also

COVERS,

you can get a

WHOLESALE AND

A Good Clean Shaye.

List of lettersremaining In the post-

ABUSED WIVES,
Or maiden ladies]suflering from any form of
female complaint, sick or nervoai headache, liver

-

Holland. Mich. Jan.

views

as to

Some meo

what

constitutes

good

luck.

believe that good luck consists

in finding money, >vhile with others the

essence of good luck is finding their

-

wives asleep when they come home

-

night.

"When Baby waa

sick,

late at

we gave bar CasioiU,

When

the waa a Child, she cried for Caatoria,

FIRST-CLASS TOILET

w.

Holland M.Jcb.. March

Factory over Harrington’s

WATER FOR SALE
10.

BAUMGARTEL,

Store,

Eighth

Real [state.

St.

1885.

HIGGINS & HANSON.

Election Notice.
Clerk's Oftick, Citt op Holland,
March 18, 1887.

Holland, Mich., Feb.

4,

1887.

l-8t.

An agency has been

I

When

ahe became Mias, she clung to Caatoria,

Whan

ahe had Children, ahe gave them Castaria,

Ottawa and
Allegan Counties, and now
of real estate in

Notice is hereby given that the annual charter
electionfor the City of Holland,will be held on
the lirst Monday (the fourth day) of April A. D.
the several wards of said city at the places
designated by the Common Council, as follows
In the First Ward, at the Common Council
1887, in

offers for sale

In the Second Ward, at the new Engine House,
Eighth street, west.
In the Third W’ard, at the old Meeting Room,

CITY PROPERTY.
We have a number of de-

Bouse, of Eagle Hose Co. No. 1.
In the Fourth Ward at the residence of Geo. II.
Sipp.
At said election the following officersare to be
elected and propositions voted upon, viz:

One Justice of the Supremo Court In place of
James V. Campbell, whose term of office will expire December 31, 1837. Also two Regentsof the
University in place of James Shearer and Ebenezer
O. Orosvenor, whose terms of office will expire
December 31, 1887. Alsou Circuit Judge for the
Twentieth Judicial Circuit,to which your county
Is ntmebed,In place of Dan J. Arnold, whose
term of office will expire December 31, 1887.
Also a Justice of the Supreme Court for the
term of ten vears from the tirsl day of January,
one thousand eight hundred and elghty-elghi ns
provided for by Act No. 5 of the Public Acts of
1887, approved February 5. 1887.
You are also hereby notifiedthat at said election
the following proposed amendments to the Constitution of this State will besubmittedto the people

This space reserved for

Van Dnren
who

for Sale !
House and lot on Eighth street,hear
depot. Suitable for small family. Has a
well of soft water and a yard hydrant connected with city water works.

5-tf.

Fred Wa.de, Saugatuck, Mich.

pt’ertismentsi.

Bros.,

are receiving goods

at a

lively rate.

An amendmentto Section 6, Artic'e 6, of the
Constitution of this State relative to CircuitCourts :

Allegan Counties. This
cludes a large

Ladies Attention

of farm lands, with
low rate of interest. Houses
on

sales'

will be built for parties mak-

ing partial payments. City
property sold on monthly payments.

New

Finn

!

Everything indicates
revival of

New

coming year. Now is the time
to buy real estate in and near

Prices

just as represented.

No

Millinery

Goods.

Holland, before prices are

Patten

&

Seas

WERKMAN’8 MILLINERY STORE.

of

^

advantage
to place it on our books. For
particulars call on or address
will find

FLANNELS
Woolen Blankets, Comforters,

LADIES’

l GENTS’ UNDERWEAR.

Yarns, Hosiery,

Fur Caps,

Flannel Dress Shirts,

For the First Wara.-Ooe Alderman in the plat
John A. Ter Vree, whose term of office expires
and one ConstableIn the place of Herman Van
pell, whose term of office expires.
For the /Second Ward.— One Alderman in tb
place of William Z. Banga, whose term of offle
expires; and one Constable in the place of Jaco
De Peyter, whose term of office expires.
For the Third Ward.— One Alderman in tb
place of John Kramer, whose term ol office ei
hires ; and one ConsUble in the place of Edwar
Vaupell. whose term of office expires.
For the Fourth Ward.-Oae Alderman in tb
place of Daniel Bertsch, whoio term of office e:
pires; and one Constablein the place of Hear
Arndt, whose term ol office expires.
of

If

OTIC!

.

to their

Exchange,
J. C.

POST, Manager,

HOLLAND, -

MICH.

SIMIOIECE

Notice to Teachers.

WARD OrriCIKS.

GEO. H. SIPP,

it

Holland City Real Estate

,

Dress Goods,

ad-

vanced. All persons having
property to sell or exchange

We

fan

great
business during the
a

Goods

the Goods are warranted

6.

of im-

! stock farms. Long time given
«

Rea-

BREYMAN.

number

in-

proved farms, timbered and
wood lands, fruit lands, and

New

our

Business and resident, in all
parts of the City of Holland.
In many cases no payment is
required down, where property is to be improved.

have 3,000 acres of farm
land for sale in Ottawa and

Section 6. The State shall be divided Into
Judicial circuits,in each of which the electors
!
thereforeshall elect one Circuit Judge, who thall
and Faint Hoods, hold his office for the term of six years, and until
his successor Is elected and qualified. The legislature may provide for the election of more than
!
one Circuit Judge in the judicial circuitin which
Silver
at
the City of Detroit is or may be situated,and iu
sonable Prices.
the judicialcircuit in which the County of Saginaw Is or may bo situated,and the Circuit Judge
Having opened the store of E. F. Metz
or Judges of said circuits, in addition t6 the salary
provided by this constitution,shall receive from & Co., we are now prepared to furnish the
All
their respective counties such additional salary asmay, from tune to time, bo fixed and determined ladies of Holland and vicinity with all the
to be
by the boards of supervisorsof said counties.
latest styles and novelties in"
I am prepared to do repatrirgand enCITY OPriCBRH.
graving promptly and in the best manner
One Mayor in the place of Patrick H. McBride,
and examine
stock.
whose terra ol office expires.
One Supervisorin the place of GerrltJ.Van
trouble to show Goods.
Duren, whose term of office expires.
O.
One City Clerk in the place of George II. Sipp,
Holland, Mich., Oct. 20, 1880.
whose term of office expires.
One City Treasurer in the place of Cornelius Ver
have In our employ a first-class
Schure, whose term of office expires.
Guo City Marsha] in the place of Edward Vau- trimmer and will dispose ol our goods at
pell, whose term of office expires.
One Justice of the Peace, for full term, In the moderate prices.
place of Gerrit Van Scheiven, whose term of office
will expire July 4th, 1887.
Have on band their Fall and Winter
Two School Inspectors, for full term, in the
Stock
place of Nicholas M. Steffensand Edwaid J. Har- Holland,Midi., March 17, 1887.
rington, whose term of office expires.

Come

VACANT LOTS,

We

-

paid.

'

FARM LANDS.

Silrm, Flatrim

House and Lot

the City
of Holland on our list, with
prices from $350 to $1,500.
sirable residences in

Otto Breyman

Watches

:

rooms.

An Amendment to Section 1, of Article 9, of the
Constitution of this State relativeto the salaries
or dirty Jewelry, but good of State officers:
clean goods at honest prices, at the
Section 1. The Judges of the Circuit Courts
shall receive an annual salary ot twenty-five hunold reliablestore of
dred dollara; the Governor an annual salarr of
five thousand dollars; the State Treasurer an annual salaryof twenly-flve hundred dollars; the Secretary of State an annual salary of twenty-five
baudred dollars; the Commissioner of the Land
Office an annual salary of twenty-fivehundred
dealer In
dollars; the AttorneyGeneral an annual salary of
three thousand dollars; the tinperlntendent
of
Pnbltc Instruction an annual salary of twenty-five
hundred dollars, payable in the same manner as
that iu which such salaries have heretofore been

Gold and

Holland for the sale

lished in

To the Electorsof the City of Holland.

No shop worn

DIAMONDS,

estab-

f

Out

Jewelry, Watches,

1887. J

fashion.

CHEAPER THAN EVER.

-

13.

Tents, Overalls, Etc.

Ladiea hair cleaned and drepaed in the latest

A slight cold often proves the forerunner of a complaint which may bo fatal. or kidney troubles,can be restored to jxrfecthealth
Avoid this result by taking Ayer’s Cherry by Prof. Curtis’•‘IOZONB TREATMENT," which
Pectoral, the best remedy for colds, Is the greatest boom lor women ever discovered.
coughs, and all throat and lung diseases. It makes no difference what you have taken, or
who has failed to cure you, one trial of this TreatThat Hacking Cough can be bo quickly cured by ment icill always convince, an entire community.
Shiloh’s Cure We guarautee it. For sale by The more desperate the case, the twm convincing
Yates & Kane.
are its merits. During the next thirty days one i5
Wll! you suffer with Dyspepsiaand Liver Com- Treatment will be delivered to any lady in the
plaint? Shiloh’s Viulizer is guaranteedto euro
United States free who sends both express and of the State for their adoptien or rejection,viz:
you.
An Amendment to Section ^9, Article4, relative
postofflccaddress, and 50 cents to cover charges,
Vitality, exhausted by overwork or boxing and delivery. In orderingask for Treat- to the liquor traffic:
Section 49. The manufacture,gift, or sale of
disease, is surely restored by use of Ayer’s ment “A.” Address, Curtis lozone Co.,
spirituous,malt, or vinous liquors in this State,
Sarsaparilla.
Wieting Block, Syracuse,N. Y. 5-4mos. except for medicinal, mechanical,chemical,or
scientific purposes is prohibited,and no property
rights in such spirituous,malt or vinous iiqnors
For lame back, side or chest, use Shiloh’sPorous
shall be deemed to exist, except the right to manPlaster. Price 25 cents. For sale by Yates & Kane
ufacture or sell for medicinal, mechanical, chemi! cal or scientific purposesunder such restrictions
Shiloh's Cough and Consumption Cure is sold
by us on a guarautee.It cures Consumption.
and regulations as may be provided bylaw. The
For sale by Yates & Kane.
Legislature shall enact lawa with suitable penalBut selling Goods
- - ties for the snpresstonof the manufacture,
sale
and keepingfor sale or gift of intoxicating liquors
Some individuals have decidedly queer
except os heiein specified.

Not Selling

manufacture

A Scientific Haircut or
Coats, Leggings, Aprons.
Highest price paid for all
Invigorating Shampoo
--- ALSO
at any time.
kinds of Furs.
HAIRDRESSING A SPECIALTY.

:

Prepared by Dr. J. C. Ayer & Co., Lowell, Moss.
Bold by all Drugglau. Price $1; six bottles, $5.

lhelr wc

and have them constantly on hand.

JRETAIL.

AWHsTHsTO-S,

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla,

beforo

AT

BILLY’S TONSORIAL PARLORS

A Remarkable Cure.
Ayer’s Sarsaparillahas cured me of as
bad a case of Abscess of the Liver as any
human being could be afflicted with anil
live. I was confined to the house for two
years, and, for the last three months of
that time, was unable to leave my bed.
Four physicians treated me without giving relief, and, in fact, nothing helped me,
until I tried Ayer’s Sarsaparilla.After
using a quarter of a bottle of this medicine I began to feel better,and every
additional dose seemed to bring new
health and strength.I used three bottles,
and am now able to attend to my business.
I walk to town —one mile distant— and
return, without difficulty. Ayer’s SarAparilla has accomplished all this for me.
— W. S. Miner, Carson City, Mich.

office at Holland, Mich., March 31, 1887:

Wm. Verbrkk, P. M.

,ie'ire

Zu™
!J0C8 n,lter of hand or “»chine make,
believe that all should patronise home trade wh

Town

Jacob Odses, Mrs. Jas. Scott, James Cox.

who

ouovrB in me west and am now able to do i
finest possible work in that line, both with ste

“ANCHOR” BRAND

Excitement in Texas.

and
grace in the coarse and rustic. It makes
the clown gentle and gives the coward

Wiaxs:.

Manufacturersof the

4,759 dealers paid ....................
$1,186,36595

civilitj’

1

Higgins & Hanson

Fulton Street, N. Y.

......

the dawn of

Express Wagons,

50 3m.
To wWch

wholesale dealers paid ..........8,183 75
1,523 retail dealers paid ............... 286,62 : 01
90 mannfactarersp>id....i
8,413 2S

is

have recently commenced the manufacture of

(

18

Love

1887.

BOOGIES.

Platform, Combination &

be Paid.
J. VAN PUTTEN & CO.

I

D.,

18 95896
38 wholesale dealers paid .......... $
9,090 retail dealers paid .............. 869,1893

AHD
I

The Highest Price will

“CMtorlaii so well adapted to children that I Castori* cures Colic,Constipation,
recommend it as superior to any prescription I Sow Stomach, Diarrhoea, Eructation,
known to me." H. A. Archer, M.
Worms, gives sleep, and promotes diI

Catarrh cured, health and sweet breath secured,
Shiloh’s CatarrhRemedy. Price 50 cents,
Nasal Injectorfree. For sale by Yates & Kane.

BEST WAGONS

.

viz:

by

--

Bolts to be 82 inches in length, left
round from seven Inches to nine inches in
diameter, above that to be split in two.

liquor taxes for the year 1880, as follows,

-

AT THE

Manufacturesand sells the

Holland City Butter Tub Factory.

and Children.

for Infants

by the countiesfor

-Hit >

FLIEMAN

Bolts J.

City Clerk.

The Ottawa County Board ol School Examiners
meet at the following named times and places
during the spring of 1887 for the purpose of exam-

will

ining applicants for teachers1 certificates:

“LATEST NEWS”

Friday, March 11, at EudsonviUe,
Friday, April

Havana Filled

29, at Coopersville,

while the regnlarexaminationwill be held, as provided by law, on

Friday, March 25, at Grand Haven.
Examination for First and Second Grade Certificates will be held only at the time of the reoular
examination.
For Third Grade Certificatesa standing of 75 per
cent Is required on the following named studies,
viz: (1) Orthography,(2) Reading,(3) Penmanship, (4) Grammar, (5} Geography,(6) Arithmetic,
(7) Theory and Art of Teaching, (8) U, 8. History,
(9) Civil Government, (10) School Law, (11) Physiology and Hygiene, with especialreference to the
effects of alcoholicdrinks, etimulsnts, and narcotics upon the human system.
For Second Grade Certificatesft standingof 85
per cent, is required on the above named studies
with the addition of Natural Philosophy and
Book-keeping.
For First Grade Certificatesa standing of 90 per
cent is required on the above named studies with

Price 5 Cents.

NOTICE!
.

For thro© weeks I will make
To the Electors of the City of Holland Michigan.
Yon are hereby notifiedthat Joint Resolution
No. 10, laws of 1887, entitled,a "Joint Resolution
It will positively
to Amend Section six, of Articlesix, of the Constitutionof this State, relative to Circuit Courts,"
has been repealed by Joint ResolutionNo 11, approved March 15, 1887.
For
per
You will therefore take notice that the proposed
To examine our stock and compare prices amendment to Section 6, of Artiriofl.of the Con- the addition of Algebra and English History.
This powder never varies. A msrvel of purity
stitutionof this State,relativeto Circuit Courts,
before purchasingdnewhere.
Sesalousopenpromptlyat 9 a; m. All appli- Cards, $1.50 per Dozen;
strengthand wholceomeuess.More economical
provided for by Joint ResolutionNo. 10, first cants are requestedto be present .at opening of
than the ordlns-y kinds, and cannot be sold in
above
mentioned,
will
not
be
submitted
to
the
the
session,and If not personally acquaintedwith
competitionwith the multitude of low test, short
people at the election to be held in this Stale on at least one of the examinersshould be provided
Tintypes, 4 for 25c.
weight alum or phosphatepowders. Bold only In
G.
PUTTEN & SONS. the first Monday in April next.
with a certificate of good moral character.
cans. Rotal Baking Powder Co., 106 Wail Ht..
O. R. HIGGINS.
Dated at Holland, March 26th, 1887.
. By order of the County Board of School ExNew
W-48w.
Holland,Mich., Sept. 25. 1880.
Gao. H. Sipp, City Clerk.
ALBERT LADUIS, Sec’y
6-8t. At HigginsGallery, Eighth St., near Fish.

POWDER
Absolutely Pure.

York.

TA.’Y' ITOTJ
VAN

aminers.

CABINET PHOTOS
$200

Dozen;

